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Introduction

”We are like tenant farmers chopping down the fence around our house for
fuel when we should be using nature’s inexhaustible sources of energy sun,
wind and tide. . . .
I’d put my money on the sun and solar energy. What a source of power!
I hope we don’t have to wait until oil and coal run out before we tackle that.”

Thomas Edison 1931 [1]

Renewable energy will play a crucial role in securing our energy needs in
the future. It is projected that even with high growths in nuclear and wind
energy, the electricity supply will fail to meet the rapidly growing needs of
the worlds increasing population if actual CO2 targets stay unchanged [2].
Depending on the CO2 targets, shortages in the order of a few, to tens of
terawatts1 can be expected [2]. Among other promising technologies, Photo-
voltaics (PV) is a prime candidate to close this gap.

The main PV technologies on the market are based on crystalline sili-
con (c-Si), cadmium telluride (CdTe) and copper indium gallium selenide
(CuInxGa1−xSe2 or CIGS) materials. However most of these technologies
have a theoretical maximum annual production output, based on the fact
that they are composed of materials which have limited world reserves or
mining capabilities. The limiting components are tellurium in the CdTe and
indium in the CIGS [2]. Silver is also a limiting component of the c-Si tech-
nology as it is used as the contact material. However some alternatives are
being investigated. This shortage is further emphasized by their use in com-
peting technologies, as is the case of silver and indium (which is widely used
in the displays of consumer electronics). Gallium and indium are mainly
produced in China and are not, or not sufficiently, recycled. They are there-
fore considered ‘critical’ materials by the EU i. e. economically important
materials whose supply risks interruption [3]. Simply put: the production of
today’s PV technologies depends on the availability of scarce and potentially
expensive materials.

11 terawatt ≈ 1000 nuclear reactors
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The long term sustainability of PV production could be increased by
switching to technologies that are based on abundant materials which are in-
dependent of geopolitical considerations. Cu2ZnSn(S,Se)4 (CZTS/Se) fulfills
the above prerequisites while having the necessary properties to be suitable
as a thin film solar cell absorber. It is therefore studied in this thesis.

The CZTS/Se crystal is a semiconductor that is intrinsically p-doped
and has a direct band gap, and therefore has sufficiently high absorption
coefficients for thin film solar cells (> 104 cm−1 [4]). The band gap can be
tuned to reach maximum theoretical efficiencies above 30 % [5] by changing
the S/Se ratio or by incorporating other elements such as Ge or Si. Finally,
the biggest advantage of the CZTS/Se is that one can simply exchange the
CIGS layer with a CZTS/Se layer to gain a working solar cell. This is possible
as CZTS/Se conveniently has a suitable band alignment with the other layers
of the CIGS solar cells. The already optimized substrates, buffer and window
layers can be kept as they are, while the replaced absorber material i. e.
CZTS/Se can be optimized.

CZTS/Se solar cells have already achieved an efficiency of 12.6 % [6]. In
this project, pure selenide CZTSe absorbers are studied, motivated by the
fact that the quaternary pure selenide system has demonstrated record effi-
ciencies of 9.2 % by Repins et. al. [7] and 9.7 % by Brammertz et. al. [8] while
being easier to study, since less secondary phases than in the pure sulfides
(CZTS) or the mixed sulfur-selenides (CZTS/Se) can be expected [9, 10].
However, compared to other solar cell absorbers, a high number of secondary
phases is still possible as the four composing elements (i. e. copper, zinc, tin
and selenium) can form several unwanted binaries and ternaries. Also, only
a small range of composition yields single phase CZTSe [10].

The reported record efficiencies for pure CZTSe [7, 8] are measured on
CZTSe absorbers of different band gaps (0.96 eV and 1 eV as extracted from
photoluminescence, respectively) although they were supposed to be the same
material. This difference in band gaps is usually explained by a different
order of the composing elements leading to crystal structures from other
space groups (polymorphs) which have different band gaps.

The above discussed possibility of various polymorphs and secondary
phases implies the importance of possessing tools to discernate the phases
that tend to form whilst CZTSe is grown. This is one main goal of this thesis.

The main measurement techniques employed during this thesis are Pho-
toluminescence (PL) and Raman spectroscopy. Both are optical, contact-less
and non-destructive characterization techniques. Following on from the first
chapter which provides relevant background information about the different
polymorphs, secondary phases and measurement techniques used, the second
chapter introduces the setup and the sample preparation techniques.
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The third chapter reports the first results of this thesis: the discrimi-
nation of secondary phases encountered during the growth of CZTSe solar
cell absorbers by Raman and PL. Chapter four discusses the Raman spec-
trum of CZTSe, especially focusing on the asymmetry of the mode of highest
intensity, looking at the origins of this broadening. Additionally, a polariza-
tion and orientation Raman study is presented assigning the modes to their
symmetry, therefore allowing the differentiation between crystals from vari-
ous polymorphs. The next chapter examines the luminescences attributed to
CZTSe. An intensity dependent PL study assigns the various luminescences
encountered to a mixture of band gaps. In the final chapter, the findings re-
ported on in this thesis are briefly summarized and discussed in the context
of the ongoing research on the subject matter.
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Chapter 1

Background

1.1 Cu2ZnSnSe4: multiple polymorphs

The main focus of this thesis is the compound Cu2ZnSnSe4 (CZTSe) which
can have the same crystal structure as naturally occurring minerals: kesterite
(Cu2(Zn,Fe)SnS4) or stannite (Cu2FeSnS4). The four elements Cu, Zn, Sn,
and Se crystallize in a tetragonal structure where anions and cations are
arranged in tetrahedral bonds similar to the zincblende structure. Different
polymorphs given by varying the arrangement of the cations in the unit cell
are introduced. Their calculated stabilities and band gaps are summarized
when available in literature. A second part of the chapter introduces the
experimental methods used to characterize CZTSe films in this thesis: Raman
spectroscopy and Photoluminescence. A further complication during the
growth of CZTSe is the occurrence of secondary phases. The properties of
these phases are summarized in the last part of the chapter.

Structure

The compound material CZTSe can be seen as a modification of ZnSe where
the cations are substituted, keeping the valence state constant and the charge
neutral (schematized in figure 1.1). This substitution is based on postula-
tions by Lewis [11] and Pauling [12] and was developed by Goodman [13] and
Pamplin [14]. It first results in the ternary CuInSe2 by doubling the unit cell
and substituting the group II element Zn by group I and III elements Cu and
In while keeping the basic elements of the crystal structure. In a second step,
the group III element In is substituted by group II and IV elements Zn and
Sn still retaining the tetrahedral coordination. This succession of substitu-
tions suggests that different cation orderings are possible since Zn and Sn for
example can be arranged in different ways leading to crystal structures from

9
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Figure 1.1: schematic representation of the isoelectronic substitution
from ZnSe to CZTSe; from binary II-VI to quaternary I2-II-IV-VI4

compounds.

different space groups. This polymorphism is discussed below (for further
details see [15]).

Possible polymorphs and their stability are discussed by Paier et. al.
citePaier2009 and Ichimura et. al.
citeIchimura2009, these two publications compare the stabilities of a large
number of possible polymorphs. The phases discussed by Paier et. al. [16] are
kesterite (space group I 4̄ (S2−4; No. 82)), stannite (space group I 4̄2m (D11

2d;
No. 121)), and three further structural modifications belonging to the space
groups P 4̄21m (D3

2d; No. 113), P 4̄2c (D2
2d; No. 112) and P2 (C1

2 No. 3) [16, 17].
These crystal structures are shown in figures 1.2 and 1.3.

In all the polymorphs of CZTSe, the selenium atoms are layered in the
z=1/8, z=3/8, z=5/8 and z=7/8. The kesterite structure is composed of
alternating CuSn (z=0, z=1/2 and z=1) and CuZn(z=1/4 and z=3/4) lay-
ers while stannite is composed of alternating ZnSn and Cu layers (shown
respectively in figures 1.2 (a) and (b)). More than one representation of the
unit cell is possible. Different representations can be found in literature: for
instance the stannite unit cell in [15] is represented with a pure copper layer
at z=0.

Kesterite and its variation from space group P 4̄2c have the same layer
stacking only differing in the orientation of the CuZn pairs. The CuZn layers
are identical in the P 4̄2c structure while they are rotated by 90◦ to each other
in the kesterite unit cell. In the P 4̄2c structure the Zn atoms are on one plane
parallel to the c-axis of the unit cell (compare figures 1.3a and 1.3b).

The structures P 4̄2m and P2 as discussed by Paier et. al. do not fulfill the
charge neutrality: each chalcogen atom (S or Se) should always be bonded
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Figure 1.2: Unit cell representations of the CZTSe polymorphs:
kesterite a) and stannite b). Taken from [16]

to two Cu, one Zn, and one Sn atom. These structures not following the so
called octet rule are not further discussed.

Figure 1.3: Unit cell representations of the kesterite CZTSe (a) and
its modification from space group P 4̄2c (b). Taken from [16]

Ichimura et. al. [18] discussed a slightly different group of structures: kesterite,
stannite, P 4̄2c, P 4̄2m and a further modification (not discussed by Paier et.
al.) which consists of modifying the z=1/2 plane of the unit cell. The unit
cell of the first modification of the kesterite structure schematized in fig-
ure 1.4c, differs from the kesterite only by moving the z=1/2 plane by 1/2 a
in both x and y direction i.e. the CuSn layers at: z=0; 1/2; 1 are all identical
in this structure. The second modification is a modification of the stannite
structure namely P 4̄2m (D1

2d; No. 111) where the z=0 and 1/2 layers are the
same. This modification has a cubic structure (see figure 1.4d).
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Figure 1.4: Unit cell representations of the CZTSe polymorphs:
kesterite (a), stannite (b), modification of kesterite (c), modification
of stannite: P 4̄2m as discussed by Ichimura et. al. [18].

Another structure discussed in literature is the so called disordered kesterite.
From neutron scattering measurements [17] one can find that the Cu and Zn
atoms in z=1/4 and z=3/4 layers are exchanged. Assuming the atoms in
those layers are randomly distributed, one can see them as as new atoms
with averaged properties which leads to a structure from space group I 4̄2m
(D11

2d; No. 121)). This latter space group is the same one as for stannite
CZTSe.

Figure 1.5 compares the disordered kesterite and the stannite structures:
the unchanged Cu atoms compared to kesterite (i. e. the Cu atoms on the
corners and in the center of the unit cell) are on the 2a position, while for
stannite this position is occupied by Zn atoms. The Cu/Zn atoms are on the
4d position which is occupied by copper in stannite. The Sn atoms are on
the 2b position for both structures (the Wyckoff positions are further treated
in section 1.2.4).
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Figure 1.5: Representations of CZTSe Unit cells: disordered kesterite
figure a), and stannite figure b). The occupied Wyckoff positions for
both structures are indicated.

The stability of the polymorphs discussed earlier (except for the disor-
dered kesterite) is calculated for CZTS and summarized in table 1.1.

Paier [16] Chen [19] Ichimura [18]

structure see figure PBE HSE HSE GGA
kesterite I 4̄ 1.2a 0 0 0 0

stannite I 4̄2m 1.2b 46 54 2.9 3.3
P 4̄2c 1.3c 5 12 3.2 9.5

modification 1.4c - - - 2.1
P 4̄2m 1.4d - - - 4.4

Table 1.1: Stabilities of CZTS polymorphs as computed by DFT
and expressed in meV/atom relative to the most stable structure
(Kesterite).

The calculations by Paier et. al. [16] suggest that the P 4̄2c is actually
slightly more stable than the stannite phase which is opposed to the results
of Ichimura et. al. [18] and Chen et. al. [19] who calculated a higher stability
for the stannite than for the P 4̄2c. Ichimura et. al. also found out that the
unspecified modification has a higher stability than the stannite and that the
P 4̄2m is more stable than the P 4̄2c.

These different structures discussed above are never discussed together.
Usually the structure and band gap DFT calculations in literature only refer
to kesterite and stannite pointing out that these structures are the most
stable ones. This is plausible since the closely related naturally occurring
minerals grow in the kesterite and stannite crystal structures, which suggests
that these structures have the lowest formation energies.
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It should be noted that the calculations presented in table 1.1 are made for
the sulfide compound. For CZTSe the stability of the different polymorphs
is only calculated for kesterite, stannite and the P 4̄2c. From the binding
energy per atom calculations by Chen et. al. [19] and Persson et. al. [20]
it follows that kesterite is the most stable compound followed by stannite
(3.8 meV/atom and 3.3 meV/atom respectively). Maeda et. al. [21] confirm
this order of stability since their calculated formation energy enthalpy differ-
ence between stannite and kesterite ordered CZTSe is 14.5 meV/atom. Chen
et. al. [19] found the difference in binding energy for the P 4̄2c structure com-
pared to kesterite to be 5.5 meV/atom. According to these values the P 4̄2c
structure is less stable than the stannite structure.

Band gap

The different polymorphs have different band gaps which can be detrimental
for the solar cell as will be shown in section 5.2. A few band gap calculations
for CZTSe are available in literature. They are summarized in table 1.2.
The DFT and GW calculations show that the band gap of kesterite CZTSe
is higher (at around 1 eV) than the stannite band gap by around 150 meV.
The P 4̄2m structure was only considered by Chen et. al. [19] who found that
it has an even lower band gap than the stannite.

Chen et. al. [19] Persson et. al. [20] Botti et. al. [22]

structure GGA (HSE) GGA GW
kesterite 0.96 1.05 1.02
stannite 0.82 0.89 0.87
P 4̄2m 0.79

Table 1.2: CZTSe band gaps calculated by DFT (in eV).
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1.2 Raman spectroscopy

This section briefly discusses the fundamental concepts of inelastic Raman
light scattering. Besides the basics of Raman spectroscopy, a short intro-
duction to group theory is given as it is needed for the interpretation of the
data.

The Raman effect is based on the inelastic scattering of light with optical
modes of quasi particles. Typical scatterers are phonons, but magnon, plas-
mons and electric excitations could also play a role. It was first detected by
Sir Chandrasekhara Venkata Raman in 1928 [23].

Since the number of phonon modes and their energies are characteristic
to the considered material, Raman spectroscopy can be used to identify the
different compounds present in the investigated sample. This sensitivity to
the structure and elemental composition of the material measured can help
differentiate the polymorphs and secondary phases of CZTSe.

Raman measurements probe the zone center phonons. This is a direct
result of the momentum conservation relating the wavevector ~q of the phonon
with the momenta of incident ~ki and scattered ~ks light, respectively. It is
given by: ~ki − ~ks = ~q and schematized in figure 1.6. Applying momentum
conservation for the back scattering geometry (θ = 180◦) gives the maximum
transferable momentum by light scattering (qmax). It is given by: qmax ≈ 2ki.

The wave number ki = |~ki| of light is given by 2π/λ while the maximum
momentum (in the brilloin zone) is given by the length of the zone boundary
wavevector given by: 2π/a, where a is the lattice parameter. As the lattice
parameter is orders of magnitude smaller than the wavelength of light (5 Åvs.
5000 Å), only phonons with momenta of a fraction of the maximum momenta
(in the Brilloin zone) are involved in the scattering process (phonons near
the zone center (q ≈ 0))[24].

Figure 1.6: Scheme of momentum conservation for an inelastic light
scattering event resulting in the creation of a phonon; ~ki, ~ks, and ~q are
the momenta of the incident and scattered photons and the created
phonon, respectively.
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1.2.1 The Semi-classical model

The interaction of light with a vibrating crystal is discussed in the classical
model. This section closely follows the book of Yu and Cardona [25].

In the classical model the interaction of matter with the electric field1

~E(~r, t) = ~Ei(~ki, ωi) cos(~ki · ~r − ωit) of the incident radiation results in an
induced polarization following:

~P (~r, t) = χ(~ki, ωi) ~Ei(~ki, ωi) cos(~ki · ~r − ωit) (1.1)

where χ is the susceptibility2 represented by a second rank tensor giving the
response of the system in all three dimensions, ωi the frequency, and ~ki the
wave vector of the incident radiation.

The ~k and ω dependence of the susceptibility are due, among other re-
sponses, to atomic vibrations which in a crystal, are quantized into phonons,
which can be expressed as plane waves:

~Q(~r, t) = ~Q(~q, ω0) cos(~q · ~r − ω0t) (1.2)

with wavevector ~q and frequency ω0.
Using the adiabatic approximation, which in this case means assuming

that the electronic frequencies are much higher than the frequency of the
lattice vibrations, gives that χ is a function of ~Q. This approximation can
be understood as follows: the electronic levels are not disturbed by the vi-
bration of the atom i. e. the electron cloud follows the movement of the atom
instantaneously.

Since the amplitude of the vibration is low compared to the lattice con-
stant, a Taylor expansion of the susceptibility χ in the lattice vibration ~Q(~r, t)
is carried out. It is evaluated at the rest position of the crystal:

χ(~ki, ωi, ~Q) = χ0(~ki, ωi) +
∂χ

∂ ~Q

∣∣∣∣
0

· ~Q(~r, t) + · · · , (1.3)

where χ0 is the part of the susceptibility unperturbed by the atomic vibra-
tions. Substituting equation 1.3 into equation 1.1 gives an expression for the
polarization response to an external harmonic electromagnetic field in the
presence of atomic vibrations. Using the trigonometric identitiy:

cos θ · cosϕ = 1/2 · [cos(θ − ϕ) + cos(θ + ϕ)]

1Most books treat single molecules and not crystals. The same derivation is made
using the dipole moment instead of the polarization and the polarizability instead of the
susceptibility.

2The susceptibility is defined as the response of the polarization of a medium to an
applied electric field, similar to the response of the dipole moment of a particle or a
molecule to an applied electric field.
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the polarization simplifies to:

~P (~r, t, ~Q) ≈ χ0
~E(~r, t)

+
1

2

∂χ

∂ ~Q

∣∣∣∣
0

· ~Q(~q, ω0) ~Ei(~ki, ωi) cos[(~ki − ~q) · ~r − (ωi − ω0)t︸ ︷︷ ︸
Stokes shift

]

+
1

2

∂χ

∂ ~Q

∣∣∣∣
0

· ~Q(~q, ω0) ~Ei(~ki, ωi) cos[(~ki + ~q) · ~r − (ωi + ω0)t︸ ︷︷ ︸
anti-Stokes shift

]

(1.4)

Actually, equation 1.4 describes the different contributions of scattered
light since oscillating polarization results in emitted radiation. The first term
has the frequency of the dipole induced by the incident light, representing the
elastically scattered light, referred to as Rayleigh scattering. The resulting
radiation of the polarization described in the second and third term is shifted
in frequency and wavevector and is referred to as Stokes and anti-Stokes
radiation. The Stokes process can be seen as an energy loss of the incident
radiation due to the creation of a phonon while the anti-Stokes process can
be seen as the annihilation of a phonon.

Equation 1.4 shows that the phonon energies are measured as shifts of the
energy of the incident radiation. Therefore they are usually given in relative
spectroscopic units3 to be independent of the excitation wavelengths.

Higher orders in equation 1.3 lead to induced polarizations which are
shifted from the laser frequency by the sum and/or difference of multiple
phonon energies. If multiple phonons of the same energy are involved, the
Raman shift is called an overtone.

This classical derivation has many deficiencies. For example the Stokes
and anti-Stokes radiations are predicted to have the same intensity. This is
not the case since the derivation neglects the Boltzmann factor describing
the temperature dependent population of excited vibrational states.

The quantum mechanical approach solves these problems. A detailed
derivation can be found for example in the book of Derek A. Long [26].

3Spectroscopic energy unit: (cm−1) = 1
λlaser(cm) −

1
λRaman(cm) .
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1.2.2 Raman tensor and selection rules

The intensity of the scattered light is given by the power per area radiated
by the oscillating polarization, averaged over time. Assuming the harmonic
oscillator approximation, the Stokes/anti-Stokes Raman transition intensity
is given by:

IνStokes ∼ (ωi − ω0)4 ·
∣∣∣∣~es · ( ∂χ

∂ ~Q

∣∣∣∣
0

· ~Q(ω0)

)
· ~ei
∣∣∣∣2 (1.5)

The polarizations of the incident and scattered light are denoted as ~ei, and
~es.

In equation 1.5, ∂χ

∂ ~Q

∣∣
0

is a third rank tensor for the derivative of the sus-

ceptibility in the three dimensions (given by a 3× 3 matrix) for all possible
phonon modes (the third dimension of the tensor). For an individual mode, a
second rank tensor (3× 3 matrix) can be given: by introducing a unit vector
parallel to the atomic displacement induced by a phonon, the second rank
tensor of the derived polarizability is defined as:

R =
∂χ

∂ ~Q

∣∣∣∣
0

· Q̂(ω0).

This tensor R is also called Raman tensor of that particular phonon mode.
For a single phonon mode equation 1.5 transforms to:

IνStokes ∼ ν4
Stokes ·

∣∣∣∣~es · ( ∂χ
∂ ~Q

∣∣∣∣
0

· Q̂(ω0)

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

R

·~ei
∣∣∣∣2. (1.6)

This last equation leads to selection rules: the derivative of the polarizability
resulting from phonon vibration needs to be different from zero so that the
resulting Stokes/anti-Stokes shifts can be different from zero.

Depending on the polarization of the incident light, the Raman tensor
of a given phonon can be used to predict the intensity of the scattered light
depending on its polarization. Using group theory one can predict the sym-
metry, the number and the vibrating sites of the phonons that are possible for
a given crystal structure. In other words, group4 theory can predict the non
zero entries of the derivated polarizability tensor by considering the possible
symmetry operations in the crystal.

4A group is a set of elements plus an operation relating the elements of the group while
satisfying the group axioms: closure, associativity, identity and invertibility.
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1.2.3 Group theory and phonon classes

The symmetry of crystals is very important for all their physical properties, it
plays an important role in the phononic dispersion as it does in the electronic
band dispersion. This section provides a short summary on how symmetry
considerations divide the possible phonons in a space group into classes of
phonons of the same symmetry. In the second part a summary of the phonon
symmetries and their Raman activity is given.

Group theoretical considerations of infinite crystals divide all crystals in
space groups5 depending on a specific set of symmetry operations6 leaving the
crystal invariant. For each space group, there exists a unique set of operations
defining both the space group and all possible phonon symmetries. Since
more than one phonon can have the same symmetry, one can speak of a class
of phonons. The phonon symmetries are tabularized in literature. The most
convenient summary is given online on the Bilbao crystallographic server [27,
28, 29] where the Raman tensors are given for the classes of phonons. The
finite, non zero components of the polarizability tensor are represented by
different letters. The symmetry of the Raman tensor is noted in its label
along with the degeneracy of the phonons and polarization of the modes.
Table 1.3 provides an overview of the Mulliken Symbols and other symbols
indicating the symmetry , degeneracy and the polarization of the phonons.

The Raman tensors for kesterite I 4̄ (S2
4 ; No. 82) are:

A =

a 0 0
0 a 0
0 0 b

 ; Bz =

c d 0
d −c 0
0 0 0

 ;

Ex =

0 0 e
0 0 f
e f 0

 ;Ey =

0 0 f
0 0 −e
f −e 0

 . (1.7)

The stannite and disordered kesterite structures from space group I 4̄2m
(D11

2d; No.121) and the polymorphs from space groups P 4̄21m (D3
2d; No. 113),

5A space group is the symmetry group of a three-dimensional crystal.
6The symmetry elements are rotation axes, screw axes, inversion centres, mirror planes

and glide planes.
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and P 4̄2c (D6
2d; No. 116) have the same Raman tensors which are:

A1 =

a 0 0
0 a 0
0 0 b

 ;B1 =

c 0 0
0 −c 0
0 0 0

 ; B2z =

0 d 0
d 0 0
0 0 0

 ;

Ex =

0 0 0
0 0 e
0 e 0

 ;Ey =

0 0 e
0 0 0
e 0 0

 . (1.8)

Mulliken Symbol

A Symmetric with respect to the main axis of symmetry
B Antisymmetric with respect to the main axis
E Doubly degenerate with respect to the main axis
T Triply degenerate with respect to the main axis
G Fourfold degenerate with respect to the main axis
H Fivefold degenerate with respect to the main axis
prime Symmetric with respect to a plane of symmetry
double prime Antisymmetric with respect to a plane of symmetry

Subscripts
g Symmetric with respect to the center of symmetry
u Antisymmetric with respect of the center of symmetry
1,2 Symmetric or antisymmetric with respect to a rotation axis
x,y,z Indicate the polarization direction of the modes

Table 1.3: Summary of the Mulliken Symbols and other symbols in-
dicating the symmetry and degeneracy of phonons [30].

1.2.4 Raman active phonons

The total number of modes in the crystal is given by ΓTotal = 3n where n is
the number of atoms in the primitive unit cell. To calculate the number of
atoms in the primitive cell, the number of atoms in the unit cell needs to be
divided by a factor m that is given in the international symbol for the space
groups (m = 1 for P , R; m = 2 for A,B,C, I; and m = 4 for F ) [30]. For
CZTSe the number of atoms in the Bravais unit cell is 16 (as can be seen
in figure 1.4). Applying the above rule one finds a total of 8 atoms in the
primitive Wigner-Seitz unit cell, which results in a total of 24 vibrational
modes.
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The next part of this section describes how group theory can predict how
many modes of which symmetry are expected for a crystal. When the infi-
nite crystal is described by a unit cell, the different sites in the unit cell are
split into sites of equivalent symmetry. The symmetry of these sites results
in the number and symmetry of the vibrational modes associated with that
site [30]. The unit cell is useful since it shows which of the possible atom
sites are occupied by which atomic species while showing the symmetries of
the crystal [31]. This consideration of a single unit cell instead of an infinite
crystal along with screw axis, glide planes and the point group symmetry
operations, defines a factor group7 of the space group. Applying the symme-
try operations of a factor group on equivalent symmetry sites either leaves
the site unchanged or transferred to a site of the same symmetry [31]. The
symmetry equivalent sites are the so called Wyckoff positions. In fact all
possible atomic positions, in all the possible unit cells of a given space group,
can be divided into Wyckoff positions i. e. into sites of equivalent symme-
try. The multiplicity, i. e. the number of these symmetry equivalent unit cell
atoms, is given along with a letter representing the symmetries of the site8.
For example, kesterite CZTSe space group I 4̄ has four Cu atoms on the 2a
and 2c sites, two Sn atoms on the 2b sites, two Zn atoms on the 2d sites
and eight Se atoms on the 8g sites. The unit cell of CZTSe in the kesterite
structure is shown with the according occupancy of the Wyckoff positions in
figure 1.7.

Figure 1.7: Unit cell of CZTSe in the
kesterite structure. The occupancy of
the Wyckoff positions is shown.

The symmetries of the Wyckoff positions define the number and the sym-
metries of the possible phonon modes. The total count of the phonons of
different symmetries associated to Wyckoff position is its irreducible repre-
sentation.

The irreducible representations for lattice vibrations of the whole unit cell

7The Quotient group is a subgroup of a larger group using an equivalence relation. It
is usually called factor group in spectroscopy related applications of group theory.

8The letters are just a reference to the different symmetry equivalent sites.
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(i. e. all vibrational modes in the crystal) are given by the direct sum of the
irreducible representations of the Wyckoff positions defining the considered
crystal. For the kesterite example the irreducible representation for lattice
vibrations of the whole unit cell is [32, 28, 29]:

Γtotal = B ⊕ Ex ⊕ Ey (2a; Cu)

⊕ B ⊕ Ex ⊕ Ey (2c; Cu)

⊕ B ⊕ Ex ⊕ Ey (2d; Zn)

⊕ B ⊕ Ex ⊕ Ey (2b; Sn)

⊕ 3A⊕ 3B ⊕ 3Ex ⊕ 3Ey (8g; Se)

= 3A⊕ 7B ⊕ 7Ex ⊕ 7Ey (24 modes in total) (1.9)

The Raman or infra-red (IR) activity of the modes or their silent char-
acter depends on the selection rules described in section 1.2.2. The Ra-
man/Infrared activities of the modes is tabularized in literature in the char-
acter table9. A mode is Raman active if its derived polarizability is non zero
which is the case when the according coordinate transformation functions
contain second order terms i. e. x2, y2, z2, xy, yz or xz. This follows from
group theoretical calculations [33]. For kesterite all the optical modes are
Raman active.

The acoustic modes result from the in phase vibration of all atoms in
the lattice which leads to vanishing energies at the Γ point10. Since Raman
only probes the vibrational energies at the Γ point, the acoustic modes are
not accessible by Raman measurements. The acoustic modes (tabulated
in [28, 29]) are therefore subtracted from the total sum of vibrational modes
to have the final count of the Raman active modes ΓRaman [28, 29]:

ΓRaman = Γtotal − Γacoustic

= 3A⊕ 7B ⊕ 7Ex ⊕ 7Ey − (B ⊕ Ex ⊕ Ey)
= 3A⊕ 6B ⊕ 6Ex ⊕ 6Ey (21 Raman active modes)

= 3A⊕ 6B ⊕ 6E (1.10)

It should be noted that the notation 6E implies 6 doubly degenerated E
symmetry modes i. e. 6 different mode energies but 12 phononic vibrations.

For the stannite structure, the zone center phonon representation is:

ΓRaman = 2A1 ⊕ 2B1 ⊕ 4B2 ⊕ 6E. (1.11)

9A character table summarizes for a space group for each class of vibrations their
symmetry, their degeneracy, the symmetry operations that define them and how the co-
ordinates are transformed.

10The Γ point is the center of the Brillouin zone.
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The disordered kesterite has the same zone center representation as stan-
nite as it can be assigned to the same space group with the same occupied
Wyckoff positions (with the assumption that the Cu and Zn atoms in the
disordered z=1/4 and z=3/4 layers (i. e. on the 4d position) can be treated
as one average atomic species, as discussed in section 1.1). It should be noted
that the phonon frequencies expected for stannite and disordered kesterite are
different since the Wyckoff positions are occupied by different atomic species
for each structure. The expected difference between ordered and disordered
kesterite lies mainly in the number of A symmetry modes (3 for kesterite and
2 for the disordered kesterite).

For the P 4̄2c structure, which is according to simulation the third most
stable structure, the zone center phonon representation can not be made.
This is the case since the space group and unit cells given in [16, 17] do
not coincide with the according Wyckoff positions as found in the Bilbao
crystallographic server [34, 28, 29]. This leads to the assumption that either
the space group determination or the plotting went wrong in the previously
mentioned papers.

1.2.5 Polarization orientation Raman spectroscopy

This section discusses how polarization measurements can probe the symme-
try of the different modes seen in the Raman spectrum.

Equation 1.6 (repeated for convenience):

I
Stokes

∼ (ωi − ω0)4 ·
∣∣~es ·R · ~ei∣∣2.

shows that the intensity of the modes depends on the symmetry of the modes
given by the Raman tensor, the excitation polarization, and the polarization
direction of the detection.

This formula for the intensity of the Raman modes leads to an experimen-
tal technique able to assign the modes to their symmetry: polarization and
orientation (P/O-Raman) dependent Raman spectroscopy. The space group
of the crystal is needed to know the Raman tensors of the different phonon
classes. Further, the Raman mode intensities of an oriented crystal need
to be measured depending on the polarization and propagation directions
of both incident and scattered light. Taking into account that the Raman
tensor is oriented with respect to the crystal, the Raman mode intensities
also need to be measured depending on the rotation of the crystal around the
three axes of the lab coordinates. Next, the above formula is used to predict
the intensity variations in dependence of the rotation and the polarization,
to finally assign the modes to their symmetry by comparing experiment and
calculation.
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This implies that the phonons of the same symmetry have the same ro-
tation angle dependence. This means that this method can result in an
estimation of the ratios of the non zero entries of the Raman tensor, as the
intensity variation depends on these ratios. It should also be noted that
the different modes have different ratios of Raman tensor entries since the
polarizability is phonon dependent.

A useful short hand to describe the polarization dependent Raman mea-
surement is given by the Porto notation[35]. It consists of four letters rep-
resenting the excitation propagation direction, the excitation polarization
direction, the scattering polarization direction, and the scattering propaga-
tion direction, respectively. One can note that the Porto notation does not
account for the crystal orientation. For a confocal measurement in a perpen-
dicular configuration (i. e. the incoming light polarization direction and the
scattered light polarization direction are perpendicular) the Porto notation
is z̄(x, y)z. This latter configuration and its Porto notation is schematized
in figure 1.8.

Figure 1.8: Schematic representation and corresponding short hand
Porto notation for a confocal perpendicular polarization configuration
Raman experiment. x, y, z represent the lab coordinates, a and c
represent the lattice parameters of a tetragonal crystal.

For the polarization dependent measurement the Raman intensity I given
in the last equation becomes:

Iz̄(x,y)z ∼ |êy ·R · êx|2 (1.12)

for the perpendicular polarization configuration, and similarly:

Iz̄(x,x)z ∼ |êx ·R · êx|2 (1.13)

for the parallel polarization configuration. êx and êy are the unit vectors of
the lab coordinate system and R the Raman tensor.

The Raman tensor is defined for an oriented crystal. This is based purely
on convention, it is usually chosen so that the excitation light propagation
direction is aligned with the highest symmetry axis, as in figure 1.8.
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For CZTSe it is given for a crystal aligned so that its unit cell c axis is
parallel to the z direction of the lab coordinates, and one of its a axes is
oriented along the lab x coordinate axis (as defined in figure 1.8). When the
crystal is oriented differently, the polarizability tensor needs to be rotated by
multiplication rotation matrix Q(θ/φ/ψ):

Q(θ) =

cos θ − sin θ 0
sin θ cos θ 0

0 0 1

 ;

Q(φ) =

1 0 0
0 cosφ − sinφ
0 sinφ cosφ

 ;

Q(ψ) =

 cosψ 0 sinψ
0 1 0

− sinψ 0 cosψ

 .

where θ, φ, ψ represent the rotations around the three axes of the lab coordi-
nate system as defined in figure 1.9. Accordingly, the polarizability tensor R
transforms to: R(θ,φ,ψ) = QT

(θ,φ,ψ)·R·Q(θ,φ,ψ). It should be noted that the order

of successive rotation is important since rotations are not commutative [36].

Figure 1.9: Schematic representation defining a set of rotations needed
to describe a rotation of an object in 3D space: the angles θ, φ, and
ψ are used to describe the rotations around the fixed z, x and y axes,
respectively. X’, Y’ and Z’ are the rotated local coordinates.
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1.2.6 Polar mode scattering

Raman modes are either non-polar (A modes of kesterite CZTSe) or polar
(all other symmetries in kesterite CZTSe). It is important to consider the
interaction of polar Raman modes with the incident light since this can in-
fluence the energetic position of the modes depending on the geometry of the
polarization orientation Raman measurement. This section closely follows
the book by Hayes and Loudon 11 [37]. The non-polar Raman mode energies
are independent of the phonon propagation direction. This is not the case
for polar modes. The atomic displacement of polar Raman modes induces
a dipole moment which results in a macroscopic electric field. These elec-
tromagnetic fields resulting from the vibration of polar modes influence the
frequencies of these modes.

The change in mode frequency can be understood in the harmonic os-
cillator description of the lattice vibration where the electric field acts as
an extra restoring force that increases the Raman mode energies of phonons
propagating along the phonon polarization direction ξ.

According to Hayes and Loudon [37] the harmonic oscillator equation that
has to be solved to get the phonon mode energies is given by:

Ẅσ + ω2
σWσ = −

NZσ(~q · ~ξσ)
∑
r

Zr(~q · ~ξr)Wr

ε0V (κx∞q
2
x + κy∞q

2
y + κz∞q

2
z)

(1.14)

where ε0 is the permittivity of the vacuum, V is the volume, N is the con-
sidered number of primitive cells, W is the amplitude of the vibrations of
frequency ωσ, Z is the effective charge of the vibration, ~ξ is the unit-vector
of the polarization and κi∞ is the constant electronic contribution of the rel-
ative permittivity in the direction i. The sub-scripts r and σ indicate the
direction of the polarization of the considered mode and the resulting effective
charge of such a vibration. The phonon wavevector ~q is given by momentum
conservation therefore it is parallel to the incident/scattered light directions
in a confocal setup.

The right hand side of equation 1.14 is zero since for non polar modes
Zσ = 0. It is also zero for transversal modes ~q · ~ξσ = 0 since ~q ⊥ ~ξσ. The sum
in equation 1.14 couples modes of polarization vectors which are not aligned
with the principal axes of the crystal, these modes have a mixed symmetry
character [37]. This is not the case for CZTSe since all the polar modes of the
considered polymorphs are aligned along the principal symmetry axes of the

11The book by Hayes and Loudon is the most complete book about Raman spectroscopy
encountered during literature search.
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crystal (either parallel or perpendicular to it). For example the Bz modes of
kesterite CZTSe have a polarization in the z direction.

This effect of electric field coupling can lift the degeneration of polar
Raman modes predicted by group theory. It is referred to as longitudinal
transverse optical splitting (LO/TO) of the modes.

The example of LO/TO splitting of the triply degenerated T symmetry
modes of ZnSe is discussed below: ZnSe is cubic and fully optically isotropic,
the principal axes are therefore not restricted to a particular direction. All
components of relative permittivity are equal. For any orientation of the
crystal, and any direction of the wave-vector it is possible to choose the
polarization vectors ~ξσ such that two are perpendicular to ~q and one polar-
ization vector ~ξσ is parallel to ~q which leads to the splitting of the triply
degenerate phonon mode into a transverse doublet (TO) and a longitudinal
singlet (LO). The optical isotropy of the crystal leads to the independence
of the phonon mode energies from the crystal orientation.

The CZTSe crystal has a distinct optical axis which is aligned parallel to
its c-axis and perpendicular to the other two principal axes. For a coordinate
system as discussed earlier with z ‖ c and x, y ‖ a: the relative permittivities
are κx∞ = κy∞ . Equation 1.14 can then be expressed as a function of the

parallel and perpendicular relative permittivities (κ
‖
∞ and κ⊥∞) and of the

angle θc between the wavevector ~q and the c axis. This shows that the polar
mode frequencies only depend on θc and vary between the extremal values
given by phonon mode energies for θc = 0◦ and θc = 90◦.

1.2.7 The phonon confinement model

An asymmetric broadening of some Raman peaks is often observed. It can
be explained by the confinement of the phonons to a smaller volume, for
example by lattice defects or small crystallites. The Phonon Confinement
Model (PCM) first derived by Richter et. al. [38] and developed by Campbell
et. al. [39] is a model describing the asymmetric broadening of Raman modes
when the phonons are confined in space. A detailed discussion of the PCM
can be found in the book by Singh et. al. [40].

The PCM explains the asymmetrical broadening of the Raman modes
by the relaxation of the momentum conservation rule when the phonons are
confined to a small coherent volume. A small coherent volume can be caused
by a reduced particle size but it also can be limited by the presence of lattice
defects which break the translational symmetry. The phonon wave function
is confined in real space to a small length L, leading to a broadening in
reciprocal space which is equivalent to the activation of non-centre phonons.
This broadening in reciprocal space gives a momentum range [q, q′] centered
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around the Γ point where phonons are activated. The symmetry of the
broadening of the Raman modes therefore depends on the phonon density of
states in the momentum range [q, q′] which is given by the dispersion relation
of the considered mode around the Γ point. For example a maximum in
the dispersion relation leads to asymmetric contributions at lower energies
which is the case for most directions of the phonon dispersion of the main
mode of CZTSe. This can be seen in figure 1.10 showing the calculated
phonon dispersion of the Raman active A modes. For the stannite the phonon
dispersion relation of the A1 mode has a local maximum at the Γ point. For
the kesterite the dispersion relation of the A mode of the highest energy is a
bit more complicated: it has a maximum at the Γ point going from Γ to X,
P and N, with a minimum at the Γ point going to Z. At first glance, a saddle
point seems contradictory to prior statements; this is not the case since the
slope of the decreasing phonon energies (Γ to X or P) is higher than the
slope of the increasing phonon energies (from Γ to Z). The A modes of lower
energy for both kesterite (two A modes) and stannite (the A1 mode) exhibit
the opposite phonon dispersion behavior around the Γ point i. e. a minimum
at the Γ point. This would lead to an asymmetry towards higher energies.

It should be noted that the observed asymmetric broadening can also
be explained by effects that lead to a shift of the Raman mode energies,
if they are asymmetrically distributed in the probed volume: the resulting
Raman spectrum is the sum of the shifted spectra weighted by the distri-
bution function. These effects are: inhomogeneous laser heating [43, 44, 45],
a distribution of defects or nanocrystallites, a strain distribution [46], and
composition gradients [47].
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Figure 1.10: Phonon dispersion of the Raman active A modes of kesterite fig-
ure a) and stannite figure b) CZTSe calculated by DFT by Gürel et. al. (digitized
from [41]). The main mode is plotted in black. The red rectangles highlight the
phonon dispersion of the main modes around the Γ point. Figure c) depicts
the first Brillouin zone of a body centered tetragonal lattice, the high symmetry
points discussed in figures a and b are marked along with the direction in real
space. The phonon is depicted for the blue paths. Figure c) is adapted from [42].

1.2.8 Raman in CZTSe literature

The zone center phonon energies have been calculated for kesterite and stan-
nite CZTSe. The calculation results are summarized in this section in ta-
ble 1.4 as calculated by DFT by Gürel et. al. [41], Amiri et. al. [48], and Khare
et. al. [49].

The exact values of the calculated phonon energies differ considerably.
For the kesterite structure Amiri et. al. [48] and Gürel et. al. [41] agree that
the two A modes with the highest energy are separated by around 11 cm−1.
Khare et. al. [49] and Gürel et. al. [41] agree that the two lower energy A
modes are separated by around 4 cm−1. The two stannite A modes are sep-
arated by 15 cm−1 to 28 cm−1 depending on the reference.

Comparing kesterite and stannite one sees that no significant difference
in the zone center phonon energies can be expected. There is no clear trend
which of the polymorphs is expected to have higher or lower phonon energies.
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Kesterite references Stannite references

[41] [48] [49] [41] [48] [49]

A 196.2 203 213.1 A1 194.6 203 213.8

A 183.6 192 193 A1 180 175 184.5

A 181 178 188.1

B
(L

O
T

O
)

231.1 - 236.0 237 236.3 - 247 B1 220.2 232 205.4

223.4 - 226.0 230 226.8 - 229.6 69.2 72 73.6

202.5 - 211.3 216 193.2 - 199.3 B
2

(L
O

T
O

)

233.0 - 240.3 254 248.0 - 255.4

171.5 - 171.8 187 158.0 - 159.3 226.6 - 228.4 222 213.9 - 218.0

85.4 - 85.6 88 93.3 - 93.6 161.9 - 162.5 180 151.1 - 152.3

74.4 - 74.6 75 85.4 - 85.9 79.4 - 79.4 79 94.3 - 94.3

E
(L

O
T

O
)

223.6 - 231.9 239 233.0 - 242.9

E
(L

O
T

O
)

222.6 - 228.5 232 237.1 - 245.3

217.4 - 219.9 224 221.5 - 236.4 211.6 - 213.4 226 199.0 - 205.2

205.4 - 208.8 211 194.5 - 198.0 201.7 - 211.3 209 185.5 - 190.6

159.0 - 159.1 174 147.8 - 148.3 163.1 - 163.3 180 155.4 - 155.8

81.0 - 81.0 81 101.6 - 101.7 86.2 - 86.2 90 100.4 - 100.4

60.6 - 64 64 80.7 - 80.75 59.9 - 59.6 60 80.8 - 80.9

Table 1.4: Summary of DFT calculated zone centre phonon energies
for CZTSe (in cm−1).

Also the the LO/TO splitting of the modes does not follow a trend.
In fact, the phonon energies differences (∆ = TO − LO) differ between
calculations in absolute values and in trends as can be seen in table 1.5

The values given by Guc et. al. [50] are phonon energies elucidated by
polarization orientation Raman measurements on single crystals.

The Raman mode energies vary significantly in both theoretical calcu-
lation and in the experimentally measured values. This can be seen in fig-
ure 1.11 depicting some normalized Raman spectra in the energy range be-
tween 140 cm−1 and 280 cm−1. These spectra are chosen since they represent
the differences in the spectral shape of CZTSe Raman measurements.
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[50] ∆ [41] ∆ [51] ∆ [49] ∆

E x x 60.6-60.6 0 62.6-62.7 0.1 80.70-80.75 0.05
B x x 74.4-74.6 0.2 73.6-73.8 0.2 85.42-85.87 0.45
B 77 - 85.4-85.6 0.2 82.8-82.9 0.1 93.33-93.55 0.22
E 82 - 81-81 0 83-83.5 0.5 101.58-101.71 0.13
E 138 - 159-159.1 0.1 141.1-141.8 0.7 147.82-148.34 0.52
B 157 - 171.5-171.8 0.3 156.7-157.3 0.6 157.98-159.24 1.26

A 170 181 162.8 188.1
A 174 183.6 166.5 193.01

B 178 - 202.5-211.3 8.8 175.3-178.7 3.4 193.22-199.29 6.07
E 189 - 205.4-208.8 3.4 179-180.5 1.5 194.47-198.01 3.54

A 196 196.2 186.3 213.05

E 224-231 7 217.4-219.9 2.5 199.8-202.8 3 225.50-226.37 0.87
B 235-239 4 223.4-226 2.6 204.2-205.4 1.2 226.81-229.55 2.74
B 245-250 5 231.1-236 4.9 227.1-228.8 1.7 236.30-246.97 10.67
E x x 223.6-231.9 8.3 222.8-226.2 3.4 233.02-242.85 9.83

Table 1.5: Zone center phonon frequencies (in cm−1) for CZTSe mea-
sured by Guc et. al. [50] and calculated by Khare et. al. [51, 49] and
Gürel et. al. [41]. The symmetry of the modes is indicated in the first
column. ‘∆’ indicates the energetic difference between the LO and
TO values. ‘x’ symbolizes phonon modes that are not detected in the
experiment and ‘-’ is used for the modes where no splitting is detected.
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Figure 1.11: Normalized CZTSe Raman spectra. The spectra marked
e to f are digitized from a: [52](sample prepared at 673 K); b: [53];
c: [54]; d: [52] (sample prepared at 723 K); e: [55](sample prepared at
450 ◦C) and f : [55] sample prepared at 550 ◦C).

In fact, the spectra differ in the relative intensity of all the modes and in
their energy position. The variation of the main mode energy is easiest to
see: it varies between 192 cm−1 and 198 cm−1. For the other modes in the
energy ranges (160-180) cm−1 and (220-260) cm−1 the exact energetic position
of the modes can only be determined by fitting since two or more modes of
low intensity can be present in those energy ranges as predicted by theory.
This multi-mode behavior is clear in the (220-260) cm−1 energy range. For
the (160-180) cm−1 energy range this behavior can best be seen in figure 1.12
where the spectrum by Uday et. al. [52] shows a clear shoulder at 170 cm−1.

Figure 1.12: Normalized CZTSe Raman spectra digitized from [52]
(sample prepared at 673 K). This is spectrum a from figure 1.11
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1.3 Photoluminescence

Photoluminescence (PL) is the radiative recombination of thermalized elec-
tron hole pairs that were generated by the absorption of radiation. During a
photoluminescence experiment a photon is absorbed, exciting electron hole
pairs which lose energy till they get to the conduction and valence band ex-
trema (electrons to the lowest available energy level in the conduction band,
and holes to the highest available energy level in the valence band) where
they can recombine. The light emitted by the recombination of electrons
and holes is measured and spectrally resolved. The free carrier approxima-
tion leads to an expression for the emission intensity IPL(ω) for an ideal semi
conductor [25]:

IPL(ω) =

 (~ω − EG)1/2 · exp

(
−(~ω − EG)

kBT

)
for ~ω > EG;

0 else

with EG the band gap, kB the Boltzmann constant, and T as the temperature.
The root-like density of states of free charge carriers is reflected in the first
part of the expression. The second part reflects the Boltzmann distribution
function of electrons and holes.

This ideal photoluminescence shape discussed above is not used to fit
the room temperature spectra measured on CZTSe in this work. For all
measured samples a higher defect density is expected leading to a deviation
from the ideal root-like behavior of direct semiconductors. A Gaussian shape
is therefore used to fit the PL.

Intensity dependent photoluminescence

Room temperature photoluminescence (RT-PL) can be used to check for the
presence of different phases with various band gaps in the absorber. The
RT-PL measurements show the luminescent recombination involving either
only the bands, or the band and the deep defects [56]. When the sample is
at room temperature, PL is not expected from shallow defects and excitons.
Shallow defects do not cause luminescent transitions since they are thermally
emptied at room temperature. Further, excitonic bonds are very unlikely to
be stable as they are usually weaker [57] than the thermal energy. Monitoring
the evolution of the PL signal intensity with the excitation laser intensity (P )
hints at the nature of the examined transition. The PL signal intensity for a
given energy is proportional to the PL yield (YPL):.

YPL(P ) = P k; (1.15)
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where k is a characteristic parameter for the transition permitting the differ-
entiation between transitions of different types. YPL is proportional to the
density of involved charge carriers:

YPL ∝ n · p;

where n is the density of electrons and p the density of holes, which are not
necessarily the free ones.

In our measurement conditions we have to consider the high injection
case where the number of charge carriers in thermal equilibrium is negligible
compared to the injected charge carriers (see section 2.1)

In the case of high injection, band to band transitions have a k of 2 as
electron and hole densities n and p are each proportional to the excitation
intensity.

For defect related transitions, one charge carrier is limited by the defect
density which leads to k = 1. These k values are diminished by competing
non luminescent recombination paths which results in k < 1 for defect-band
transitions and k < 2 for band-band transitions (see chapters 7 in [56], and
in [58] or the publication by Schmidt et. al. [59]).

This lowering of k due to non luminescent recombinations of electrons
and holes leads to the fact that only a k > 1 leads to a definitive assignment
to band to band recombinations while a k < 1 only hints at a defect-related
recombination.
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1.4 Secondary phases

The last section discussed how CZTSe can grow in a multitude of poly-
morphs. The growth of CZTSe can also result in many undesired secondary
phases. The coexistence of different materials in the solar cell absorber is
probable in CZTSe since it has a small existence region as discussed by Dud-
chak et. al. [10]. The secondary phases that can be expected along with their
structural and opto-electronic properties are summarized here.

1.4.1 Phase diagram

The phase content of a sample can be predicted by plotting its composition
in the ternary phase diagram assuming thermal equilibrium. The phase di-
agram usually shown in CZTSe literature is adapted from the one proposed
by Dudchak et. al. [10]. This quasi-ternary phase diagram is a 2D plot rep-
resenting the isothermal section of the Cu2Se-ZnSe-SnSe2 system assuming
a sufficient Se partial pressure [60, 10]. This phase diagram thus does not
discuss the phases that only differ by their Se content like SnSe/SnSe2 and
Cu2SnSe3/Cu2SnSe4.

Figure 1.13 depicts the isothermal (at 670 K) quasi-ternary phase diagram
proposed by Dudchak and Piskach [10]. Five pure phase regions are discern-
able: pure CZTSe (labeled 1 and marked blue), the Cu2SnSe3 region and the
SnSe2, ZnSe, and Cu2Se regions at the corners of the phase diagram.

Figure 1.13: Quasi-ternary phase di-
gram from [10] representing the 670 K
isothermal section of the Cu2Se-ZnSe-
SnSe2 system.

It further shows eight two-phase regions represented by the tie-lines con-
necting the phase pure regions. Finally four three-phase regions (labeled
2-5 in figure 1.13) are represented by a triangular range of compositions.
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Each triphasic region is composed of the phases present at the corners of the
triphasic regions. For example a sample of a composition in region 2 would
be composed of ZnSe, SnSe2, and CZTSe.

1.4.2 Properties of secondary phases

The properties of the secondary phases of CZTSe that are treated in the next
chapters are summarized in this section (if reported in literature).

Copper-tin-selenide

Most publications find that the ternary Cu2SnSe3 crystallizes in the mono-
clinic structure [61, 62, 63, 64, 65], while only Babu et. al. [66] and Skoug
et. al. [64] find a cubic sphalerite structure. Also Rivet [67] found an or-
thorhombic phase. Marcano et. al. [68] prepared a selenium richer compound
i. e. Cu2SnSe4. The CuxSnSey ternaries are referred to as CTSe.

Orthorhombic Cu2SnSe3

An orthorhombic ordering was found at low temperature growth (<450 ◦C)
by Rivet [67] with lattice parameters a = 4.03 Å, b = 5.7 Å, c = 12.08 Å. No
Raman fingerprints or band gap measurements were found for this structure.

Sphalerite Cu2SnSe3

The calculated lattice parameter for the sphalerite structure Cu2SnSe3 is
a = 5.73 Å [66], which is in agreement with the d spacing measured by Skoug
et. al. [64]. No Raman fingerprints or band gap measurements were found for
this structure.

Cubic Cu2SnSe4

Marcano et. al. [68] prepared Cu2SnSe4 crystals of cubic structure with space
group F 4̄3m (T2

d; No. 216). Their measured lattice parameter of the cubic
Cu2SnSe4 is a = 5.6846(3) Å, which is in accordance with the results of
Li et. al. [69]. Zainal et. al. measured a direct band gap of 1.2 eV [70]. The
Cu2SnSe4 should rather be denoted Cu2Sn� Se4 where the � is the cation
vacancy needed to maintain the same number of cation and anion sites [68].
No Raman fingerprints were found for this structure.
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Monoclinic Cu2SnSe3

The monoclinic structure with space group Cc (C4
s; No. 9) is the most studied

CTSe ternary. The structure was confirmed by powder X-ray diffraction
measurements (XRD). The unit cell parameters are a = 6.9670(3) Å, b =
12.0493(7) Å, c = 6.9453(3) Å, and β = 109.19(1)◦ [63]. Optical absorption
measurements have shown that monoclinic Cu2SnSe3 has a direct band gap
of EG = 0.84 eV at room temperature [62].

First reference Raman spectra of Cu2SnSe3 were measured by Altosaar
et. al. [53]. Marcano et. al. [61] provided more detailed Raman measurements
assigning some of the found Raman modes to their symmetry through com-
parison with lattice dynamical calculations. The measured Raman spectrum
is shown in figure 1.14. The main mode is at 178 cm−1 followed by lower
intensity modes at (83, 204, 231, 244, 291, 263) cm−1.

Figure 1.14: Raman spectrum mea-
sured on a Cu2SnSe3 crystal. The
dashed line marks single peaks. The
full line depicts the sum of fits. The
insets shows the peak positions and
their symmetry assignment. Taken
from Marcano et. al. [61]

Zinc-selenide

Zinc-selenide (ZnSe) is a secondary phase that can occur during the growth
of CZTSe. ZnSe forms in the cubic zincblende structure, with a lattice pa-
rameter of a = 5.669Å(ICDD database PDF No. 00-037-1463).

Khan et. al. [71] measured the band gap of ZnSe at room temperature by
transmission at 2.76 eV, by photoluminescence at 2.74 eV, and by ellipsome-
try at 2.82 eV.

Arslan et. al. further showed that the incorporation of copper in the ZnSe,
lowers its band gap down to 2.36 eV for 20 % copper incorporation in the ZnSe
layers[72].

Copper and oxygen related defect luminescences on ZnSe were observed
by cathodoluminescence at room temperature by Morozova et. al. [73]. Two
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defect related luminescences were found at 640 nm (1.94 eV), and at 740 nm
(1.67 eV).

The vibrational properties of ZnSe are studied in the publication of Ir-
win and LaCombe [74]. The factor group analysis of ZnSe in the zincblende
structure space group F 4̄3m(T2

d; No. 216) gives one triply degenerated T2

Raman active mode which is split due to the polarization of the crystal into
LO-TO split modes [74]. The TO split mode is at 206 cm−1 and the LO split
T mode is at 251 cm−1.

The Raman tensors of the T2 modes needed in this thesis are listed
here [32, 28, 29]:

T2,x =

0 0 0
0 0 d
0 d 0

 ; T2,y =

0 0 d
0 0 0
d 0 0

 ;T2,z =

0 d 0
d 0 0
0 0 0

 ;

(1.16)

Tin-selenide

Tin-selenide (SnSe), a further possible secondary phase, grows in the or-
thorhombic crystal structure space group Pnma (D16

2h; No. 62) with lattice
parameters a = 4.44 Å, b = 11.498 Å, c = 4.153 Å(according to the ICDD
database PDF No. 00-048-1224).

Lefebvre et. al. [75] calculated the band structure of SnSe using DFT and
found a direct band gap at 1.3 eV and an indirect one at 0.9 eV. These pre-
dictions are confirmed by Soliman et. al [76].

The factor group analysis of this space group gives 21 optical modes of
which 12 are Raman active: 3Ag + 2B1g + 4B2g + 2B3g. The publication
by Chandrasekhar et al. [77] resolves the vibrational spectrum of SnSe as
summarized in figure 1.15. The Raman modes visible in the energy range
measurable by our setup are at 108 cm−1 (B3g), 130/133 cm−1(Ag/B1g), and
151 cm−1 (Ag).

Tin-diselenide

Tin-diselenide (SnSe2) crystallizes in the trigonal P 3̄m1(D3
3d; No. 164) lead-

ing to two Raman active modes, namely an A1g symmetry mode and an Eg

symmetry mode. The lattice parameters of the trigonal SnSe2 are: a = b =
3.811 Å, c = 6.137 Å(according to the ICDD database PDF No. 01-089-2939).
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Figure 1.15: Room temperature Ra-
man measurements of SnSe measured
under different polarization configura-
tions. Taken from [77].

Mead and Irvin [78] measured the Raman modes of SnSe2 and their sym-
metries as summarized in figure 1.16. The polarization dependent measure-
ment shows an A1g mode at 185.5 cm−1 and an Eg mode at 116 cm−1.

Figure 1.16: Room temperature Raman measurements of SnSe2 (488 nm exci-
tation) measured in different polarization configurations. Taken from [78].

There is no clear agreement on the band gap of SnSe2. It is reported to
be between 1 and 1.6 eV depending on the publication. The most convincing
reports are from Chung et. al. [79] who measure two phases: an amorphous
SnSe2 with a 1.52 eV band gap and a crystalline phase with a 1.33 eV band
gap. Another convincing report is from Bindu et. al. [80] who measure a band
gap between 1-1.27 eV.
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Chapter 2

Experimental

2.1 Experimental setup

Figure 2.1: Schematic representation of the µPL/µRaman setup. The
dashed lines represent movable parts. The dashed-dotted lines divide
the setup into three parts: the laser, the microscope and the spec-
trometer.
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The PL and Raman measurements presented in this thesis, unless stated
differently, are made on a home built setup schematized in figure 2.1. The
setup is composed of the following elements: a laser for the excitation, a
fiber to connect the laser to the µPL/µRaman microscope, a lens system to
enlarge the laser beam, filters to clean the laser, a semi-transparent mirror, a
microscope lens for focusing, a helium cryostat, filters to remove the laser line,
a lens to focus the emitted radiation into a fiber connecting the microscope
with a spectrometer, a powermeter and a CCD sensor.

The setup was built by Jes Larsen and Levent Gütay. Updates to the
setup were added during this thesis permitting Raman measurements, a more
precise monitoring of the laser power, the usage of further excitation wave-
lengths, and giving the possibility to simultaneously image the surface of the
sample and the measured laser spot in a light microscope.

The experimental setup can be divided into three parts: the excitation
source (the laser), the microscope and the spectral acquisition (the spec-
trometer). The excitation is made using the 514.5 nm and 457.9 nm lines of
an Ar ion laser. Besides these lines unwanted plasma lines are generated.
These unwanted lines are filtered out by the fiber connecting the laser to the
µPL/µRaman setup (not shown in figure 2.1) and a set of filters that cut
out the remaining lines and whatever might be generated in the fiber. The
plasma lines emitted very close to the laser line are removed by a line filter.

The laser light spot is enlarged using a lens system in order to fully
illuminate the microscope lens used to focus the laser on the sample. This
needs to be done since the diameter of the focal cylinder d depends on the
diameter of the laser beam1 D, the wavelength of the light λ and f the focal
length of the lens (see figure 2.2 ) [81]. d is given by:

d =
4λf

πD

Figure 2.2: Schematic representation of laser beam focusing. Adapted
from [81].

1The diameter of the laser beam is limited by the lens diameter.
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The second part of the setup is the light collection and spectral analysis.
The setup is a confocal one so the collection optics are the same optics used for
excitation. One half of the emitted radiation collected by the microscope lens
is transmitted through the semi transparent mirror. The laser light reflected
or back-scattered from the sample is filtered out using either a color filter
(PL) or an edge filter (Raman) before it is focused into a fiber transmitting
it into the spectrometer used for spectral analysis. The diameter of this fiber
is important since it serves as the entrance slit to the spectrometer defining
the resolution of the measurement. It is chosen as a compromise between
signal strength and resolution. A resolution (defined by the measured full
width at half max of the laser line) of 3.2 cm−1 is achieved by a 50µm fiber2.
Doubling the diameter of the fiber leads to a fourfold signal increase but also
lowers the resolution since the effective entrance slit is bigger.

To be able to perform Raman measurements, the spectrometer was up-
dated with a 2400 lines grating resolving a narrow energy range (Raman shifts
are in the order of 200 cm−1 corresponding to ≈ 6 nm for 514.5 nm excitation
laser wavelength). The spectrometer is equipped with two CCD cameras so
that the whole UV-IR range (400 nm to 1600 nm) can be measured.

Two updates to the setup were made, a CCD camera and a powermeter
are added behind the semi transparent mirror. The CCD camera is a we-
bcam modified with a matching lens that can be used along with a mirror
to finish an alternative microscope enabling to look at both the sample and
the excitation laser. This extra feature means the same area measured by
other techniques can be identified. The excitation power on the sample is not
linearly dependent of the power output set on the laser. Therefore the actual
laser power at the sample is measured behind the semitransparent mirror.
The linearity of the power dependence of the latter configuration is checked
over several orders of magnitude with a constant proportionality factor of
≈ 1.

The usually used laser powers range between 0.01 mW and 4 mW. It is
important to know the laser power as it is, for example, needed for the esti-
mation of the injected charge carriers during a PL experiment. The injected
charge carrier densities are estimated to be 4·1017/cm−3 for the lowest used
excitation intensities of about 0.01 mW, assuming 500 nm penetration depth,
and 10 ns carrier lifetime. This is consistent with the high injection mode
since the doping densities for working solar cells are estimated to be less than
5·1016/cm−3.

2The same FWHM was found by measuring the narrow lines of sulphur reported at
214.4 cm−1 and 218 cm−1 in literature. The two lines were observed separately with an
individual FWHM of 3.2 cm−1.
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The polarized macro Raman measurements shown in section 4.4 were
measured at the University of Barcelona by Xavier Fontané, Victor Izquierdo-
Roca and Alejandro Pérez-Rodŕıguez on a T64000 Horiba Jobin-Yvon spec-
trometer with an excitation wavelength of 514.5 nm. A spot size of 100µm
was chosen to ensure the excitation of a high number of randomly orientated
micro-crystalline grains. In order to minimize the presence of thermal effects
in the spectra, the excitation power on the sample surface was kept below
10 mW.

The P/O-Raman measurements were performed on epitaxial samples by
Levent Gütay and Christiane Stroth at the University of Oldenburg on a
Horiba Jobin Yvon Labram Aramis confocal Raman microscope. The spot
diameter of the Nd:YAG laser excitation (532 nm) was estimated to be around
2µm. The spectra were taken at an excitation power of 8 mW which is be-
low the critical power threshold which would have an impact on the probed
sample. The sample was mounted on a rotating table which allows the mea-
surement of the same sample position at various azimuth angles. A narrow
laser beam (D = 1-2 mm) was focused on the sample ensuring that the an-
gular aperture is as small as possible i. e. that the laser beam is as parallel
as possible. The angular aperture a is given by (see figure 2.2):

a = 2 arctan

(
D

2f

)
which results in an angular aperture a of around 16◦ for an estimated laser
beam diameter D ≈ 1mm focused by a microscope lens of focal length
f = 3.6mm.
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2.2 Sample growth methods

This section discusses the methods used to grow the CZTSe samples. The
samples were prepared by other members of the group therefore the discussion
of the sample preparation will be limited to the information needed for further
discussion.

2.2.1 Electrodeposition and annealing

The ‘electro-deposited’ samples are made by electro-depositing metallic pre-
cursor layers which are then annealed in Se and SnSe atmosphere. The sam-
ples discussed here were made by Alexandre Crossay. The precursors were
prepared by sequential potentiostatic electro-deposition of zinc on tin on cop-
per onto 2.5×2.5 cm2 molybdenum coated glass substrates (Zn/Sn/Cu/Mo)[82].
The deposition is done using a three electrode setup with a platinum counter
electrode, a reference electrode (saturated Hg|Hg2Cl2 for Cu deposition and
Ag|AgCl for Sn and Zn) and a rotating disk electrode with a Mo substrate
as a working electrode. The setup is schematized in figure 2.3.

Figure 2.3: Schematic representa-
tion of the three electrode electro-
deposition setup.
RE: reference electrode,
CE: counter electrode,
WE: working electrode,
RDE: rotating disc electrode.
Courtesy of:
Monika Arasimowicz

The potentials used for the deposition are measured relatively to different
reference electrodes. The potentials measured were -1.07 V for copper (vs
saturated Hg|Hg2Cl2), -0.75 V for tin (vs Ag|AgCl) and -1.15 V for zinc (vs
Ag|AgCl). The aqueous electroplating solutions contained 0.1 M CuSO4 for
the deposition of copper, 50 mM Sn(II) methanesulfonate for the deposition
of tin and 50 mM ZnCl2 for the deposition of zinc.

The finished absorber of the sample discussed in the section 3.3 has a con-
version efficiency of 2.1%. The method has so far led to conversion efficiencies
of up to 5.6 %.

The electro-deposited metal stack precursors are annealed in a tube fur-
nace with Se and SnSe as detailed in section 2.2.3.
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2.2.2 Epitaxy on GaAs (100)

The samples are grown by the simultaneous evaporation of all elements onto
single crystalline GaAs wafers as substrates. These samples were produced
by Alex Redinger in a Molecular Beam Epitaxy (MBE) machine. The MBE
is schematized in figure 2.4. It is equipped with Cu, Zn, Sn, SnSe and a Se
sources. The Se is further equipped with a valved cracker. The base pressure
is about 1.3·10−8 mbar and the growth pressure does not exceed 4·10−8 mbar.
The substrates used are p-doped GaAs substrate in the (100) orientation.
The doping is a Zn doping in the order of 1019 cm−3 which ensures a high
thermal and electric conductivity of the substrate. A pyrometer is used to
measure the temperature.

Figure 2.4: Schematic drawing of MBE system. Courtesy of Alex Redinger.

To prevent the decomposition of CZTSe at high temperatures shown
in [83], not only a Sn source but also an additional SnSe source is used in or-
der to increase the Sn and Se supersaturation at the sample. SnSe and Se are
materials with a high vapor pressure preventing the decomposition reaction
as shown by [84]. To increase the chalcogen reactivity, the Se cracker nozzle is
heated to 1000 ◦C so that the Se vapor almost entirely consists of Se2 instead
of Sen rings (n=2-8). The growth temperature, i. e. heater temperature, is
about 450 ◦C. The process used is schematically shown in figure 2.5. It is a
three stage process: the first stage is the growth stage with all sources open.
The second stage is an annealing stage where the Sn, Se and SnSe sources
are left open to prevent the CZTSe decomposition and during the last stage
the sample is cooled down in a Se environment.
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Figure 2.5: Schematic growth sequence representing the times where
the sources are open. Courtesy of Alex Redinger.

2.2.3 Physical vapour deposition on Mo/glass

The sample growth here is very similar to the one discussed in the previous
section. The same MBE machine is used as described in the previous section
to grow poly-crystalline CZTSe. The main differences to the CZTSe growth
described in the previous section are that the absorber is annealed after
deposition in an oven and that the CZTSe is grown on Mo coated glass. The
samples were prepared by Alex Redinger and Marina Mousel. The CZTSe is
made by the simultaneous deposition of all elements (Cu, Zn, Sn and Se) at
320 ◦C. The Se valve is kept open during the cool-down to prevent Se losses.
The precursors are then annealed in a graphite box at 500 ◦C for 30 min in
the presence of 1 mbar H2/N2. To prevent the CZTSe decomposition [83]
mentioned in the previous section, SnSe and Se are added in the annealing
box.

For the samples discussed in the next sections, two different methods
are used to provide the Se and SnSe supersaturation needed at the CZTSe
surface to prevent decomposition [84]. These two preparation methods are
schematized in figure 2.6. The first method adds a capping layer of SnSe2 on
the precursor by leaving both the Sn and Se sources open during the pre-
cursor cool-down. Only 20 mg of Se powder is introduced into the annealing
box. The advantage of this preparation method is that the absorber growth
is simplified since it eliminates the need to control the SnSe partial pressure
during the heat treatment. The SnSe capping layer evaporated on the pre-
cursor protects the absorber during the transfer from the vacuum chamber
to the annealing chamber and acts as a source of SnSe during the annealing.
This CZTSe preparation method is used to produce the sample discussed in
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section 3.2.

Figure 2.6: Scheme comparing CZTSe precursor annealing,
with two different methods for the delivery of SnSe in the
graphite box. Sub-figure a) shows the preparation method
with the SnSe/SnSe2 capping layer. Sub-figure b) shows the
preparation method using the addition of SnSe powder.

The second possibility to provide the necessary Se and SnSe vapor pres-
sures is to add both elements in powder form into the annealing box. The
sample discussed in section 3.3 is made this way. The precursor is grown
copper rich (Cu/(Zn + Sn) > 1) as opposed to the commonly used copper
poor precursors.This precursor is etched in potassium cyanide (KCN) prior
to annealing to eliminate a copper selenide layer that forms during the pre-
cursor deposition process. The CuxSey is removed to prevent the formation
of a detrimental Cu-Sn-Se phase during the annealing. The final absorber
is then copper poor and zinc rich. This process produced CZTSe solar cells
with efficiencies of up to 7.5 %. Further details of this process can be found
in the publication by Mousel et. al. [85].

2.3 SIMS calibration

Secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS) is a useful characterization method
to gain the non-quantitative elemental composition as a function of depth.
Calibrating this data results in the depth dependent composition. The cali-
bration can be done with a known elemental composition. In this thesis the
composition given by energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) is used.
However, the composition from EDX assumes a homogeneous distribution of
the elements in the sampled volume. An in-homogeneous elemental distri-
bution would lead to preferential absorption of the electron beam and would
therefore lead to a wrong composition. This has to be borne in mind when
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using EDX to calibrate SIMS measurements i. e. ideally the SIMS signal of all
elements should be constant within the depth where the EDX composition
is measured.

The depth at which the X-rays used for EDX composition originate de-
pends on the atomic elements investigated and the experimental conditions
used. The electron beam acceleration energy is diminished by the inves-
tigated material until it cannot be absorbed by the characteristic core shell
energy level investigated for each of the elements considered. For the calibra-
tion, the SIMS signal is normalized to 1 at a chosen depth. The composition
is then multiplied into the normalized SIMS signal to calculate the metal
ratios (Zn/Sn) and Cu/(Zn+Sn)). These compositions can then be plotted
in a ternary diagram.

The dependence of the transmitted X-ray intensity as a function of the
depth can be simulated using Monte Carlo simulation for example [86]. An
example of a normalized X-ray profile generated by 20 kV accelerated elec-
trons from K-lines of Cu, Zn and Se, and the L-line of Sn is shown in figure 2.7.
This can be used to calibrate SIMS signals that vary strongly in the depths
from which the X-rays(used for composition measurements) are generated. It
is then used as a weight function for the SIMS signal prior to normalization.

Figure 2.7: Normalized generated X-ray intensity as a function of the
EDX measurements generation depth i. e. for 20 keV electron-energy
generated from the K-lines Cu, zn and Se and the L-line of Sn.
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2.4 Sample preparation for depth dependent

measurements

Raman and photoluminescence (PL) were measured at different depths in
the solar cell absorber. For these measurements the samples were prepared
by two different methods. This is important since one wants to correlate the
Raman and PL fingerprints to sample parameters like the elemental com-
position and/or the parameters of the resulting solar cell. This correlation
was impossible to achieve by comparing different samples due to two main
problems. First, the sampling depth of Raman, PL and the used composition
measurements differ considerably. Second, the surface of the samples is quite
random for the same composition and preparation conditions.

The first preparation technique for different depths is the sequential etch-
ing of the sample. The destructive aspect of this technique is diminished
by cutting the sample into different pieces etched for the different lengths of
time.

The second preparation method is the sequential thinning of the layer
by sputtering craters of different depths. The sputter damaged layer is then
removed by a short etching (15 s). All etchings were done in 0.02 M Br2

methanol solutions (as can be seen in figure 2.8).

Figure 2.8: Microscope image of sputtered pits and photograph of the
etch solution.
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Chapter 3

Secondary phases
discrimination

Ideally one would want single phase Cu2ZnSnSe4(CZTSe) samples for ma-
terial characterization and solar cell optimization. Due to a small existence
region (i. e. a small compositional range resulting in single phase CZTSe), it
is likely one would obtain one or more secondary phases as a by-product of
the material growth [10]. It is therefore important to have characterization
techniques able to discriminate the secondary phases ideally even when they
are present in low amounts.

The growth conditions of the samples discussed in the following sections,
are optimized for the highest solar cell efficiency, which means that the char-
acteristic fingerprints of the secondary phases can be small compared to those
of CZTSe. The analysis of these samples therefore provides a test if the other
phase’s signals can be accessed with the available techniques.

This chapter deals with the detection of the secondary phases that are
likely to grow during Cu2ZnSnSe4 (CZTSe) solar cell absorber preparation.
The possible secondary phases that are found during this thesis are discussed.
The phases are Cu2SnSe3, SnSe, SnSe2 and ZnSe. The discrimination of the
different secondary phases by the experimental methods available in our lab
(mainly Raman spectroscopy and photoluminescence) is discussed. Copper
selenides, another possible secondary phase, was never detected during this
project. It is therefore not discussed.
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Adapted phase diagram

The quasi-ternary phase diagram proposed by Dudschak and Piskach [10]
shows the experimentally determined phase relations between SnSe2, Cu2Se
and ZnSe. This traditional representation expresses the composition as the
relative percentages of the latter phase in the samples before heat treatment

However, under equilibrium conditions, the full conversion of all elements
in the deposited layer occurs by formation of the most thermodynamically
stable phases. These three compounds never coexist since they react to
form CZTSe and/or CTSe depending on the original elemental composition.
Therefore, in order to rationalize the percentages of the original phases at
equilibrium for a sample of known elemental composition, the lever rule [87] is
explicitly applied to all the phases in the diagram. The result of this process is
plotted in figure 3.1. Each sub-triangle is treated as an independent pseudo-
ternary phase diagram, where the lever rule is applied to the compounds at
each corner giving the relative phases content present in the sample (phase
composition) for a given elemental composition. The lever rule assumes that
all original phases on the pseudo ternary phase diagram react to form the
most complex phase (in this case CZTSe) in a triphasic region only limited
by the original phase of lowest content.

The figure 3.1 pictures thick lines for the tie lines and thin lines for lines
of constant phase content for the phase represented in the according color
(different colors are chosen for the different phases).

The example of the composition described by a purple circle in figure 3.1
is discussed in the following. This composition is in the triphasic region
SnSe2-CZTSe-ZnSe therefore these three phases are expected to be present
in such a sample. This composition lies on the intersection of the lines of
constant 0.25 ZnSe, 0.25 SnSe2 and 0.5 CZTSe phase content.

It should be noted that this plot of the phase diagram with phase compo-
sition proposed in figure 3.1 neglects both the size of the single phase CZTSe
region and the width of the two phase regions connecting the quaternary
phase to the binaries and ternary according to [10].

This proposed alternative plot is used throughout the rest of the thesis.
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Figure 3.1: Phase diagram adapted from Dudschak [10] show-
ing possible secondary phases in pseudo ternary phase dia-
gram of CZTSe color coded: green for CZTSe, gray for SnSe2,
blue for Cu2SnSe3, red for ZnSe and black for Cu2Se. By ap-
plying the lever rule [87] the relative atomic content of the
phases in each three-phase region can be determined. The
lines of constant phase content are plotted in the above de-
fined color code for the phases proposed by Dudchak. The
purple dot shows an exemplary Zn-rich Cu-poor sample com-
position. The green dot marks the composition of stoichio-
metric Cu2ZnSnSe4.
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3.1 Copper-tin-selenides

The discrimination of a copper-tin-selenide (CTSe1) phase in a CTSe-CZTSe
mix is described in this section. This is studied on Cu-rich and Sn-rich
samples grown in the MBE on GaAs wafers. Raman spectra are compared
with the relative content of the phases at different depths in order to assign
the contributions in the spectra to CTSe and CZTSe.

As already mentioned in the background chapter 1.4.2 several CTSe poly-
morphs are possible but only one characteristic Raman spectrum is available
therefore the last part of the section discusses which of these CTSe phases
presence is probable in the sample.

The sample preparation is described in section 2.2.2 and was conducted
by Alex Redinger. The SIMS measurements were done by Natalie Vallé. The
data shown is partly published in [88].

Figure 3.2 depicts the cross section SEM micrograph of the sample under
consideration. The graph shows a smooth, densely-grown deposit on the
GaAs substrate. This SEM image is typical for epitaxially-grown layers since
it does not show well separated grains that could be observed in cross section
views of polycrystalline grown films.

Figure 3.2: Cross section SEM micro-
graph of MBE deposited CZTSe on
GaAs (001) surface. The black line
marks the interface between deposit
and GaAs.

The overall composition of the sample measured by 20 keV EDX is Sn-rich
Cu-rich (Cu 24.7 at. %; Zn 7.8 at. %; Se 45 at. %; Sn 13.4 at. %, Ga 6.2 at. %;
As 2.8 at. %). This composition plotted in the phase diagram puts the sample
in the CZTSe-SnSe2-CTSe triphase region. This is depicted as a black square
in figure 3.4. The possible phases besides CZTSe are CTSe and SnSe2. In
order to gain a better idea a more detailed composition needs to be measured.

SIMS measurements on the discussed sample are calibrated to obtain the
depth-dependent composition that can be plotted in the phase diagram (as
introduced in 2.3).

The SIMS measurement results are depicted in figure 3.3 showing that,
except for the first third of the sample sputter depth (0 s-2000 s), the ele-

1All copper-tin-selenide phases (discussed in section 1.4.2) are referred to as CTSe.
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mental composition is nearly constant. The Cu signal is maximal at the top
of the sample (surface) and the Zn content increases strongly with growing
distance from the surface of the sample.

Figure 3.3: Evolution of the film composition as a function of sample
depth determined by SIMS and normalized to one at 1500 s sputter
time, i. e. 0.25 sample thickness, of sample depth. The metal ratios
are calculated from the elemental composition calibrated by the EDX
composition measured at 1500 s depth marked with a gray line.

The EDX composition measured at a depth equivalent to 1500 s of sput-
tering is used to calibrate the SIMS (Cu 22.5 at. %; Zn 8.2 at. %;Se 43.7 at. %;
Sn 12.4 at. %, Ga 8.8 at. %; As 4.5 at. %. This composition results in a Zn/Sn
ratio of 0.66 and Cu/(Zn+Sn) ratio of 1.09). The top of the sample was
etched away for 150 s in a bromine solution (Br2-MeOH 0.02 M) for this mea-
surement. The equivalence between the depth scales, i. e. sputter time and
etch time, is calculated, assuming constant etch and sputter rates. The etch
rate is estimated by measuring the sample thickness change by SEM cross
section imaging for a known etch time. The sputter rate is calculated knowing
the thickness and the sputter time needed to sputter through the deposit.

Looking carefully at the SIMS, one would assume it is better to calibrate
at deeper sample depths (for example 2000 s). This assumption cannot be
made since at higher sample depths, due to the high probing depth with the
used electron beam acceleration energy of 20 keV, the gallium and arsenic
signals start to appear and thus significantly affect the analyzed composition.

The metal ratio [Cu/(Zn+Sn) and Zn/Sn] evolution from the SIMS anal-
ysis, calibrated by the composition measured by EDX at an equivalent depth
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to 1500 s, are also shown in figure 3.3.

(a) (b)

Figure 3.4: Metal ratios from the calibrated SIMS plotted in the
ternary phase diagram (figure a) and a zoom-in in the region of in-
terest (figure b). The zoomed area of figure a is marked with a dashed
black rectangle. 0-1500 s sputtering (red), 1500-5500 s (blue), the
black square shows the composition of the as grown sample. In fig-
ure b an extra line of constant SnSe2 is added (at 0.04 SnSe2) while the
CZTSe lines are deleted for clarity. The bottom and top of the sample
are indicated. The green circle in figure b represents the composition
at the depth where the spectrum from figure 3.6b is measured.

The depth at which the data is calibrated is indicated in figure 3.3 by a
change in the metal ratios color from red to blue. These metal ratios are
plotted in the ternary phase diagram depicted in figure 3.4 where the same
color code is used. One can see that all the points of the depth dependent
composition are still in the CZTSe-SnSe2-CTSe triphase region. The fig-
ure also shows that the CTSe content decreases with the depth of the sample
since the depth dependent composition evolves mainly parallel and close to
the CTSe/CZTSe tie line. This means that the phases contained in the film
are mainly CZTSe and CTSe and that the SnSe2 content is constantly low.
It should be noted that the SnSe2 content is lower than estimated. It could
even be 0 since the width of the two phase region (CZTSe-SnSe2) is neglected.

This wide spread range of composition hints towards the fact that this
sample does not consist of a single phase. The possible multi-phase behavior
can be traced in the Raman measurements; the green excitation Raman
spectrum measured on the surface of the sample shows a broad peak in the
energy range of the main modes of CZTSe (i. e. 160-200 cm−1) and two further
broad peaks at 215 cm−1 and 240 cm−1, as shown in figure 3.5.
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The fitting of the energy range of the main Raman mode is also shown in
the figure. Three Raman modes can be discerned; the CZTSe Raman spectra
are fitted with a broadened Lorentzian (detailed in section 4.1) peak shape
for the main Raman mode and a pure Lorentzian peak shape for the lower
intensity mode at 170 cm−1 and the extra mode at 181 cm−1. In addition to
CZTSe a further material with a Raman mode at 181 cm−1 is present in the
sample which is preliminarily attributed to Cu2SnSe3 (CTSe) in accordance
with literature [53].

The energy range 200-260 cm−1 is not fitted since both possible phases
CTSe and CZTSe have minor Raman modes in this energy range making
a clear fit impossible. Further depths, realized by etching away the top

Figure 3.5: Green excitation Raman spectrum (514.5 nm) of an as
grown CZTSe sample on GaAs substrate, fitted with the main peaks
of CZTSe and CTS in the energy range 150 cm−1 to 200 cm−1 (marked
in gray). The measured data is shown in grey circles. The main
CZTSe modes are fitted by a blue line, the CTSe mode is depicted in
red. The black line shows the sum of the single peaks used for fitting.

of the sample, were analyzed by Raman spectroscopy with a diminishing
contribution of the extra mode with growing sample depth, as shown in
figure 3.6. The two depths shown in figure 3.6 are also fitted with the same
peak positions and shapes used for fitting the Raman spectra of the un-
etched sample (figure 3.5). The first sample depth (figure 3.6a) presents a
low contribution of the 181 cm−1 mode, which is undetectable at the deeper
sample depth shown in figure 3.6b.

This extra mode could have been attributed to SnSe2 which has a main
A mode at 185 cm−1 [89], although it is shifted by around 4 cm−1. The extra
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(a) 150 s etched (b) 250 s etched

Figure 3.6: Raman spectra (514 nm) of CZTSe on GaAs measured
at different depths realized by Br2-MeOH 0.02M etching for differ-
ent times fitted in the energy range 150 cm−1 to 200 cm−1(marked in
gray). The measured data is shown in gray circles. The main CZTSe
mode fits are depicted by a blue line, the extra mode is depicted in
red (figure a). The black line shows the sum of the single peaks used
for fitting.

mode at 181 cm−1 is however attributed to the CTSe main mode in agreement
with the literature values tabularized in section 1.4.2. The strongest argu-
ment for this assignment is that SnSe2 does not grow epitaxially on CZTSe
since the crystal parameters are too different. Assuming we have some SnSe2

in the layer, this would lead to polycrystalline growth of the film which is
contradictory to the epitaxial growth suggested by the cross section SEM
image shown in figure 3.2.

The assignment of the 181 cm−1 mode to CTSe and not to SnSe2 is
strengthened by the fact that the depth dependent phase composition follows
the same tendency as the content of the extra mode at 181 cm−1 (figure 3.4).
In fact, the depth-dependent phase composition extracted from the phase
diagram (see figure 3.4) suggests a decreasing CTSe content with a rather
constant SnSe2 content. This behavior fits the evolution of the Raman signal
of the extra mode at 181 cm−1.

The detection limit by green excitation Raman spectroscopy of the CTSe
can be estimated to 20%. This is the relative CTSe content in the phase
composition given by the phase diagram at the depth at which the CTSe
Raman mode is not seen anymore in the Raman spectrum i. e. 250 s etch time
which corresponds to 500 nm depth, 2800 s sputter-time and 0.42 normalized
depth. This is the case for the composition marked with the green circle in
figure 3.4b and corresponds to the spectrum shown in figure 3.6b. It should
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be noted that this estimation of the detection limit is based on the adapted
phase diagram which neglects the size of the single phase CZTSe. A larger
single phase region would lower this estimation accordingly.

The depth dependent composition simultaneously assumes and points to
the fact that CTSe and CZTSe are present with different relative contents
in different depths. Playing the devils advocate one could assume that the
CTSe grows as a layer on CZTSe, that the Raman signal of mixed phases
is seen due to a much higher Raman efficiency for the underlying CZTSe
and that the expected step in the SIMS (for a layered material) is smoothed
out due to some other artifact. However there is no indication for a layered
structure in the cross section SEM micrograph (see figure 3.2). Further, the
Raman signal of the ternary only becomes undetectable at a depth of about
500 nm which is higher than the probing depth of Raman measurements.
This leads to the conclusion that the surface of the sample is composed of
a CTSe/CZTSe mix. Since there is no indication in the SEM micrographs
in both top view and cross-section for a phase separation (see figures 3.2
and 3.7), one can assume that the mix of CZTSe/CTSe is a syntactic growth
(a three dimensional epitactic mix) [90]. The crystal structures need to match
in all three directions for such a growth.

Figure 3.7: Top view SEM micro-
graph of MBE deposited CZTSe on
GaAs (001) surface. Same sample as
in figure 3.2.

The lattice mismatches, assuming CZTSe as a substrate, are calculated
for the CTSe phases known in literature. These are summarized in table 3.1.
The lattice parameters of the cubic Cu2SnSe4 defective compound and the
sphalerite Cu2SnSe3 fit those of CZTSe since they have lattice mismatches of
the order of 0.2 % and -0.6 %, respectively. Thus these two latter cubic com-
pounds would grow epitaxially on CZTSe since they fit the lattice parameters
while having the same underlying zincblende structure. They are therefore
considered possible origins of the 181 cm−1 Raman mode. The monoclinic
Cu2SnSe3 phase can grow epitaxially on the CZTSe since both structures
are commensurate. The monoclinic CTSe, doubly elongated along its b axis,
fits diagonally on three by three CZTSe unit cells. The CTSe has to be fur-
ther rotated around its c axis so that Cu-Sn planes of both materials align.
This orientation is discussed in detail by Amiri et. al. in [91] and shown in
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figure 3.8. The lattice mismatches noted in table 3.1 show that the mono-
clinic CZTSe can grow epitaxially on the CZTSe in a layered manner while a
syntactic growth is improbable since the (001) direction is incommensurate
i. e. the Cu-Sn distance (defined in figure 3.8) is considerably different from
the inter-layer distances of CZTSe in the (001) direction.

The latter considerations lead to the conclusion that the cubic phases
(the cubic and the sphalerite CTSe2) are more probable than the monoclinic
CTSe in the above examined sample and therefore to the assignment of the
181 cm−1 Raman mode to one of these cubic phases.

The discussion above shows that reference spectra are missing in the CTSe
Raman literature and that the spectrum assigned to the monoclinic phase
might be originating from a cubic phase since it is probable that two CTSe
phases have different Raman spectra.

[92]CZTSe a 5.695 mismatch in %

[68] cubic Cu2SnSe4 a 5.685 0.2
[66] sphalerite Cu2SnSe3 a 5.73 -0.6
[63] monoclinic Cu2SnSe3 2× b 24.16† -0.3
[63] monoclinic Cu2SnSe3 Cu-Cu 5.67 -0.4
[63] monoclinic Cu2SnSe3 Cu-Sn 3.96* -30.4*

Table 3.1: Calculated lattice mismatches for CTSe phases assum-
ing CZTSe as a substrate. The lattice parameters (in Å) are given
for CZTSe and CTSe. The monoclinic Cu2SnSe3 is arranged on the
CZTSe as proposed by [91] and defined in figure 3.8. The distances
Cu-Cu, Cu-Sn, and 2 × b are to be compared to the interlayer dis-
tances in CZTSe and are defined in figure 3.8. The value marked by
† is to be compared to

√
2 × 3a CZTSe since the doubly elongated

b axis of CTSe is arranged diagonally in three by three CZTSe unit
cells. The value marked by * gives the mismatch of the Cu-Sn dis-
tance to a which is the relevant distance in the (001) direction of the
CZTSe unit cell.

A further result of this measurement series is that the contribution at
215 cm−1 is independent of the mode at 181 cm−1 and thus comes from a
different material. This mode can be attributed to CZTSe as will be discussed
in section 4.3. The modes in the energy range 230-250 cm−1 only correlate
to the intensity of the mode at 215 cm−1 but since Raman modes of both

2The cubic and the sphalerite CTSe are both cubic structures. The designations used
here are as used in CTSe literature.
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Figure 3.8: Doubly elongated
monoclinic unit cell on 3× 3 unit
cells of CZTSe sliced in (001) di-
rection at Z=0 and Z=1 (shown
in figure a). Thick lines show
the border of the unit cell while
dashed ones show their projec-
tion on the considered layer. The
unit cell of the monoclinic CTSe
is shown in figure b. The dis-
tances Cu-Cu (blue), Cu-Sn (pur-
ple), 2b (green) are added along
with the orientation direction of
the CTSe on the CZTSe (red ar-
row). Adapted from [91].

CTSe and CZTSe are expected in this energy range no further insights can
be extracted.

3.2 Tin-selenides (SnSe and SnSe2)

During the growth of CZTSe samples tin-selenides (SnSe and SnSe2) can also
be formed. In this section, the detection of tin-selenides as a secondary phase
of CZTSe by Raman spectroscopy is examined. The use of concentrated hy-
drochloric acid (HCl) to remove the tin-selenides phases is also demonstrated.
The data shown here is published in [93].
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Discrimination of tin-selenides by Raman spectroscopy

The sample discussed in this section is prepared by annealing a SnSe capped
precursor. The precursor was made by the simultaneous low temperature
(320 ◦C) evaporation of elements needed for CZTSe followed by the deposition
of a SnSe capping layer in the MBE machine (as introduced in section 2.2.3).
The purpose of this capping layer is the protection of the precursor from
oxidization. It further provides SnSe where it is needed i. e. at the surface of
the absorber. It therefore might prevent the absorber from decomposition in
the early stages of annealing.

In the following, the ‘as grown’ state refers to the sample as it comes
out of the MBE machine. The ‘processed’ state of the sample refers to the
same sample after heat treatment. Raman spectra measured on this sample
in both states are shown in figure 3.9.

The Raman spectrum depicted in the figure 3.9a is fitted with Lorentzian
peaks. It presents a dominant Raman mode at 182 cm−1 and three lower
intensity modes at around 114 cm−1, 106 cm−1 and 250 cm−1.

(a) as grown (b) as processed

Figure 3.9: Green excitation Raman spectra (514 nm). The main
peaks are fitted with Lorentzian curves (except for the main CZTSe
peak which is fitted with an asymmetric Lorentzian in figure b). The
spectra in figure a is fitted with the typical peak positions for SnSe2

(dark grey) and amorphous Se (green). The one in figure b is fitted
with the typical peak positions for SnSe2 (dark grey), SnSe (red),
CZTSe (blue) and the sum of the fitting peaks is represented by the
dashed black line.

The two modes at 182 cm−1 and 114 cm−1 are in reasonable agreement
with the literature values for SnSe2 [89]. There is a shift of around 2 cm−1

which can be due to differences in energy calibration or strain. The Raman
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modes at 250 cm−1 and 106 cm−1 can be assigned to amorphous Se in the
near-surface region [94].

After the heat treatment, the surface becomes a mixture of SnSe, SnSe2

and CZTSe as indicated by the Raman analysis. The measured Raman spec-
trum is broad and shows a multitude of peaks (presented in figure 3.9b). It
can be fitted with the characteristic peak positions of the mentioned material
mix. Such a fit is shown in the figure 3.9b: the CZTSe peaks are fitted at
172 cm−1 and 195 cm−1 (shown in blue), the SnSe2 peaks fitted at 182 cm−1

(plotted in black) and the SnSe peaks are fitted at 100 cm−1, 123 cm−1 and
151 cm−1 (depicted in red). The peak identification was made by comparison
with the literature values summarized in sections 1.4.2 and 1.4.2.

The surface composition changed from a mixture of SnSe2 and amorphous
selenium to a mixture of CZTSe, SnSe2 and SnSe which, according to the
Sn-Se phase diagram by Sharma et. al. [95], is the result of a decrease of the
Se/Sn ratio during the annealing. This apparent Se loss is explained by the
decomposition of the SnSe2 capping layer following [96]:

SnSe2(s) = SnSe(s) +
1

x
Sex(g); (x = 2-8)and:

SnSe(s) = SnSe(g)

where the gaseous phases can leak out of the annealing box and condensate
on the cooler walls of the furnace.

Selective etching of tin-selenides by HCl

This section discusses the selective removal of the tin-selenide(s) layer by
HCl etching. The same sample as above is used and its Raman analysis is
discussed.

The ‘as processed’ sample is etched for 10 min in concentrated HCl. This
new state of the sample is referred to as the ‘HCl etched’. Figure 3.10 depicts
the Raman spectra of the sample discussed in the last section after the oven
annealing (figure a) and in the ‘HCl etched’ state (figure b).

The spectrum of the etched sample (figure 3.10b) shows the characteristic
CZTSe modes at 172 cm−1, 195 cm−1, 234 cm−1 and 244 cm−1. The fit of the
main two modes is also shown in figure 3.10b. This fit suggests that the
SnSe2 contribution in the Raman spectrum has completely disappeared after
HCl etching since the main modes of CZTSe suffice to fit the spectra in the
energy range where the main SnSe2 mode is located (i. e. 150-220 cm−1).

The removal of the SnSe2 layer is confirmed by SEM microscopy. In fact,
prior to etching, the surface of the absorber is almost covered by a smooth
layer as seen in figure 3.11a. After etching the top view SEM micrograph
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(a) as processed (b) HCl etched

Figure 3.10: Green excitation (514 nm) Raman spectra of
the absorber in the ‘as processed’ (figure a) and ‘HCl etched’
state (figure b). Figure a is the same as figure 3.9b repeated
for convenience. The measured data is shown as circles. The
main CZTSe modes in figure b are fitted by a blue line in the
energy range 150-210 cm−1 (the main mode is fitted with an
asymmetric Lorentzian while the peak at 175 cm−1 if fitted
with a Lorentzian peak shape).

of the ‘HCl etched’ state presents the expected rough surface known from
poly-crystalline CZTSe samples (SEM shown in figure 3.11b).

(a) as processed (b) HCl etched

Figure 3.11: Scanning electron micrographs of the surface of
the ‘as processed’ state (a) and the ‘HCl etched’ state (b).
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3.3 Zinc-selenide (ZnSe)

According to the phase diagram, Zinc-selenide (ZnSe) is, apart from SnSe2

the secondary phase that forms when CZTSe films are prepared Cu-poor and
Zn-rich. This Cu-poor Zn-rich composition is usually targeted because it re-
sults in the best solar cells [97] as proven by empirical observations, therefore
the detection of this secondary phase is important.

The simplest way to detect the presence of ZnSe is to use blue excitation
quasi-resonant Raman spectroscopy. However, green excitation photolumi-
nescence is usually more available and samples a larger volume. It is therefore
valuable to have a PL fingerprint of ZnSe. Actually, a PL signal peaking at
1.2-1.4 eV is seen on Cu-poor Zn-rich samples. The main result of this chap-
ter is the assignment of this emission to ZnSe.

A spatial correlation assigns this PL signal to ZnSe: the laterally varying
photoluminescence transition intensity is correlated to the variation of the
characteristic ZnSe Raman spectrum. This identifies the transition as a
luminescence of ZnSe. The main advantage of such a ZnSe discrimination
tool is that due to a larger sampling volume, even small amounts that are
barely seen in blue excitation Raman spectroscopy can be discerned. These
results are published in [98], confirming the tentative assignment of the PL
to ZnSe published in [99].

The detection of ZnSe is discussed in this section based on the measure-
ments made on two samples, the first one is chosen since it is very Zn-rich
(denoted A) and the second one (denoted B) is chosen since it resulted in a
champion solar cell (6.2 % conversion efficiency). The compositions of both
samples are plotted in the ternary phase diagram depicted in figure 3.12. The
latter sample is also discussed in the publications [85, 100, 98].

Figure 3.12: Composition of the sam-
ples discussed in this section plotted
in the adapted phase diagram. The
purple cross represents the composi-
tion of sample A discussed in the sub-
section: Lateral correlation, the green
star represents the composition of the
sample B discussed in the subsection:
Depth correlation.
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Photoluminescence at 1.2-1.4 eV

A broad PL signature peaking at 1.2-1.4 eV is seen on a large number of
CZTSe samples. This luminescence is preliminary attributed to ZnSe.

The variation of the peak energy is demonstrated in figures 3.16a and 3.17,
which show the green excitation (514 nm) photoluminescence measured on
CZTSe samples. This variation can be attributed to different doping or im-
purity concentrations and/or to different doping materials, e.g. Cu and/or
Sn. The presence of doped ZnSe in the absorber (expected for the composi-
tion) is proven by atom probe tomographies (APT) [100]. It should be noted
that the APT measurements were also performed on sample B. The recon-
structed 3D view of Cu, Sn and Zn is presented in figure 3.13. In addition,
the iso-concentration surface of 32.5 at. % Zn is depicted. This representation
indicates the presence of Zn-rich areas proving that the measured volume con-
tains nm-sized networks of ZnSe inclusions in the CZTSe layer. Line-scans
of the integrated elemental concentration [85, 100] showed that the sample is
divided into highly Cu and Sn doped ZnSe (up to 3 %) and CZTSe like areas.

Figure 3.13: Atom probe tomography of sample B: three-dimensional
elemental map of Cu, Zn and Sn shown in blue, gray and green, re-
spectively. An iso-concentration surface of Zn at 32.5 at. % Zn is
depicted in grey. Courtesy of Thorsten Schwarz.

The PL signal peaking at 1.2-1.4 eV is higher than the calculated (sum-
marized in section 1.1) and measured [101, 102] band gaps of CZTSe. It is
also higher than the absorption edge observed in the quantum efficiency spec-
trum measured in solar cells made from this absorber. It can be therefore
attributed to a secondary phase of higher band gap.

The two samples discussed in the next two subsections are Cu-poor and
Zn-rich so ZnSe and SnSe-SnSe2 are the most probable secondary phases ac-
cording to the ternary phase diagram (see figure 3.12). Nevertheless, SnSe
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and SnSe2 can be excluded since these phases were not detected in green
excitation Raman spectroscopy. A thin layer of SnSe and SnSe2 could be
easily discerned in green excitation (514.5 nm) Raman spectroscopy as re-
ported in [93] and detailed in the previous section (3.2). By exclusion, ZnSe
is the only phase left to attribute this luminescence to assuming the phase
diagram is complete and thermal equilibrium is reached.

A PL transition was presented in [99] which could be attributed to the
band-to-band transition of ZnSe. figure 3.14 depicts UV(363.8 nm) excited
photoluminescence of a CZTSe sample showing the same 1.3 eV transition
(in green excitation) assigned to ZnSe. The UV excited spectrum shows a
transition at 2.2 eV and another transition at 2.8 eV. The higher transition
could be attributed to the band to band transition in ZnSe, while the lower
one could be attributed to a further defect luminescence in ZnSe since it is
higher than the band gaps of all possible secondary phases in CZTSe (except
ZnSe).

Figure 3.14: UV excited PL spectrum
(363.8 nm) measured on a CZTSe ab-
sorber.

Nevertheless, a direct proof of the ZnSe phase by a phase selective method
was missing. The fact that we observe luminescence in ZnSe with an excita-
tion energy lower than its proper band gap (514 nm, excitation corresponds
to 2.1 eV), is attributed to highly defective ZnSe, which contains a high con-
centration of Cu and Sn impurities [100]. Since the ZnSe in our samples is
proven to have a high defect density and since the excitation energy is lower
than the band gap of ZnSe it is expected that the excitation occurs via defect
related energy levels.

Various impurity-related luminescences have already been observed far
below the band gap in ZnSe [103, 73, 104] so it is possible that the PL at 1.2-
1.4 eV is a further impurity-related luminescences. A proof for the definitive
assignment of this PL to ZnSe is given in the next two subsections.
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Lateral correlation

In this section, a zinc rich electro-deposited and annealed sample is used to
demonstrate the lateral spatial correlation between the PL and the Raman
signals. The sample preparation is detailed in section 2.2.1. The sample
chosen for this correlation is Zn-rich and therefore ZnSe rich (see sample A
in figure 3.12). In addition to being abundant, the ZnSe is mostly on the
surface of the sample as resulting from its preparation3. The same area of
the sample is spatially resolved with both techniques (Raman and PL) to
compute the correlation coefficients between the known Raman spectra and
the PL signal of CZTSe and ZnSe. The correlation is then used to assign the
PL to ZnSe.

Figures 3.15 show representative PL spectra taken at green (514 nm) exci-
tation. The photoluminescence spectrum shows a broad dominant transition
at 1.3 eV and a second transition of lower intensity seen as a shoulder at
about 0.9 eV.

Figure 3.15: PL measured on sample A depicted in two energy ranges
0.77-1.05 eV (figure a) and 1-1.6 eV (figure b) for two representative
points for high (plotted in red) and low 1.3 eV (plotted in black) PL.
In figure a the spectra are normalized to 1 at 1.05 eV and to 0 at
0.77 eV.

These two transitions occur at different relative intensities across the sam-
ple surface. The low energy transition is usually attributed to CZTSe [105]
and will be discussed in detail in the next chapter.

The proof that this luminescence is in fact a radiative transition in ZnSe
is provided by the spatial correlation between the RT-PL and the blue excita-
tion Raman spectroscopy signals. The spectra shown in figure 3.16 are from

3The sample is prepared by the selenization of an electro-deposited metal stack where
zinc is in the top layer.
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two points of the same 80×80µm2 scanned by green excitation PL and blue
excitation Raman spectroscopy. The spectra shown in the same color are
from the same points representative for areas with high (plotted in red) and
low (plotted in black) 1.3 eV PL signal. The ZnSe contribution is dominating
both the Raman and the PL spectra, therefore it is in some cases necessary
to normalize the PL and Raman data for each point of the mappings in or-
der to deconvolute the small CZTSe-related signal from the ZnSe signal, as
discussed below.

Figure 3.16a shows the broad PL transition at 1.3 eV. For the related
mappings the as-measured intensity is integrated. The normalized PL in the
energy range 0.77-1.07 eV is depicted in figure 3.16b.

However, the signal height is strongly influenced by the peak tail of the
emission at 1.3 eV. To take this background into account, the intensity at
0.77 eV is set to zero and the intensity at 1.07 eV is set to 1. Thus, the con-
tributions from the 1.3 eV peak are subtracted to highlight the CZTSe con-
tribution. This is a valid correction under the assumptions that the CZTSe
related PL is negligible at the limits of this energy range and neglecting spec-
tral shape changes in the 1.3 eV PL. The normalization makes the CZTSe
PL contribution almost independent of the 1.3 eV PL.

The mapping shows the integrated intensity of the normalized spectra.
The Raman spectra from the same areas are shown in figures 3.16c and 3.16d
with different normalizations. For both figures the backgrounds are corrected
by setting the high energy end of the spectrum to zero (700-800 nm). The
rest of the reflected laser at 50 cm−1 is normalized to 1 in 3.16c to correct for
different reflectivities at different points of the sample. The reflected laser is
seen as a measurement artifact at 50 cm−1. This is the incompletely removed
part of the Rayleigh scattered laser light that is not cut off by the long pass
edge filter.

The mapping in figure 3.16c shows this normalized intensity integrated
from 230-260 cm−1, i. e. in the spectral range of the main ZnSe mode. In
order to better highlight the signal from CZTSe, the Raman signal shown in
figure 3.16d was normalized to the peak at 250 cm−1 which is almost exclu-
sively due to a ZnSe mode. This normalization shows the relative contribu-
tion of CZTSe compared to ZnSe when the peak at 170 cm−1 is integrated,
since this spectral range exclusively represents a CZTSe mode, with very lit-
tle contribution from ZnSe. This is opposed to the main mode of CZTSe at
195 cm−1 which is very close in energy to the TO phonon of ZnSe measured
here at ≈200 nm.

The insets in 3.16 show the 80×80 µm2 maps of the RT-PL (figures 3.16a
and b) and Raman (figures 3.16c and d) signals integrated in the energy
ranges where the signal is dominated by either CZTSe or ZnSe. In order to
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Figure 3.16: Representative room temperature PL (514.5 nm excitation) and Ra-
man (457.9 nm excitation) spectra from the same 80×80µm2 mappings from areas
of high (red) and low (black) 1.3 eV PL signal. Figures a and b are the same as
figure 3.15 and depict different spectral ranges of the PL. Figure c and d are nor-
malized to the reflected laser beam and to the main peak, respectively. The insets
show maps of spectrally integrated signals of the following energy ranges: a) 1.0-
1.6 eV (ZnSe), b) 0.77-1.05 eV (CZTSe), c) 230-260 cm−1(ZnSe, marked gray), d)
160-175 cm−1 (CZTSe, marked gray). The intensities are given in arbitrary units
with increasing intensity from blue over yellow to red. The contour from the inset
of figure a is plotted in the insets of figures b to d as a guide to the eye.

highlight the correlation, one contour line from the RT-PL map (figure 3.16a)
is plotted in the other maps (figures 3.16b, c and d) as a guide to the eye.
Comparison of the patterns in the maps indicates that the respective maps
of ZnSe and CZTSe are anti-correlated, while the maps of ZnSe in PL (fig-
ure 3.16a) and in Raman (figure 3.16c) are correlated as well as the maps of
CZTSe in PL (figure 3.16b) and Raman (figure 3.16d). To further corroborate
the anti-correlation of these signals, the Pearson product-moment correlation
coefficient (PCC)4 [106] was computed.

4The PCC of two variables X and Y is given by their covariance (cov) divided by the
product of their standard derivations σi:

ρX,Y =
cov(X,Y )

σXσY
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The PCCs are given in table 3.2. There is a strong anti-correlation of -0.8
between the two PL maps (representing the ZnSe and the CZTSe signal) as
well as between the two Raman maps (representing the ZnSe and the CZTSe
signal). This anti-correlation indicates that the areas with ZnSe and with
CZTSe signal can be clearly separated in both maps. The (anti-) correlations
between PL maps and Raman maps are considerably weaker, as is expected
taking the different necessary normalizations into account. Still, there is
significant correlation between the ZnSe PL map and the Raman map. This
clearly shows that the PL signal at 1.3 eV is in fact due to a luminescent
transition in ZnSe.

CZTSe PL CZTSe Raman ZnSe Raman

PCC

ZnSe PL -0.76 -0.41 0.45

ZnSe Raman -0.46 -0.79

CZTSe Raman 0.34

Table 3.2: Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient (PCC) for
the integrated PL and Raman signals for CZTSe and ZnSe. The insets
of figure 3.16 are repeated for convenience.

The comparably low PCC of the Raman and PL signal of CZTSe of 0.34
is due to the fact that there is no energy range in either spectrum which is
purely due to a CZTSe signal. The background of the pure CZTSe Raman
peak at 170 cm−1 is given by the peak at 190 cm−1 which has ZnSe and CZTSe
components and the PL signal around 0.9 eV has a strong background from
the broad 1.3 eV ZnSe peak.

The PCC values range from -1 to 1 for fully anti-correlated to fully correlated samples.
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Depth correlation

This section shows that ZnSe defect luminescence also correlates with the
Raman signal of ZnSe as a function of the depth of the film. This RT-PL ZnSe
discrimination enables us to discern ZnSe secondary phases in CZTSe that are
not easily discernable by blue excitation Raman spectroscopy. The different
depths of the sample become accessible in this experiment by sputtering
craters of different depth into the sample. The sputter damaged layer is
removed by a 10 s etch in a 0.02 M Br2Me-OH solution. Exemplary PL
and Raman signals from the depth resolved study are shown in figures 3.17
and 3.18 measured at the normalized depths of 0.25 and 0.6, respectively.

An exemplary RT PL spectrum is plotted (black), showing the expected
PL peak from CZTSe at around 0.95 eV with a high energy shoulder that
is attributed to ZnSe. The fit of this ZnSe emission is depicted in red, with
a maximum at 1.2 eV. The blue graph in figure 3.17 is a corrected ‘CZTSe
only’ spectrum obtained by subtracting the ZnSe peak from the measured
spectrum which demonstrates that the ZnSe PL is still accessible.

Figure 3.17: RT-PL spectrum taken
on CZTSe (black). A fit of the lumi-
nescence attributed to ZnSe is shown
in red. The remaining part of the
spectrum i. e. the signal related to
CZTSe is depicted in blue.

Figure 3.18 shows two Raman spectra taken at green and blue excitation
wavelengths measured at the same sputtered depth. The ZnSe Raman sig-
nal is very low and never dominates the spectrum. Only the main mode
at 250 cm−1 is seen when blue excitation is used. This peak probably has
contributions from CZTSe. To distinguish ZnSe, the intensity ratio of the
peaks at 250 cm−1 and 235 cm−1 (pure CZTSe peak) is chosen to quantify the
ZnSe content, assuming a comparable peak height of the two CZTSe modes
at 235 cm−1 and 250 cm−1. The intensity ratio Iratio is given by:

Iratio =
I250 − I235

I250

where the intensities of the peaks at 250 cm−1 (I250) and 235 cm−1 (I235) are
given in arbitrary units.
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Figure 3.18: Normalized Raman mea-
surements taken at the same depth
of the sample at different excitation
wavelengths (green for 514.5 nm exci-
tation, blue for 457.9 nm excitation).
ZnSe (red) and CZTSe (black) peak
positions are marked.

The depth dependent ZnSe signal derived from PL and Raman is depicted
in figure 3.19. The ZnSe PL intensity and the ZnSe content acquired from
the Raman peak ratio are plotted as a function of the depth of the film. The
observed correlation between the two measurements further strengthens the
attribution of the PL signal at ≈1.25 eV to the ZnSe phase.

Figure 3.19: PL intensities and Ra-
man peak intensity ratio as a function
of normalized depth.

The blue excitation ZnSe contribution in the Raman spectrum is only seen
in comparison with the green excitation Raman spectrum. This shows the
power of the RT-PL ZnSe discrimination. The reasons for the lower Raman
response are multiple: the sample discussed in this section (sample B in
figure 3.12) is Zn-poorer than sample A which means the sample contains
less ZnSe which lowers the ZnSe Raman signal. The ZnSe is differently
distributed in the samples due to different growth procedures. Sample B is
grown by the simultaneous deposition of all elements followed by an annealing
(as detailed in section 2.2.3) which leads to a more homogeneous distribution
of ZnSe compared to sample A which is made by the annealing/selenization
of metal layers where Zn is the top layer. This difference in ZnSe distribution
leads to less ZnSe in the probing volume of sample B than in sample A. The
homogeneous distribution of the ZnSe in the sample is confirmed by the atom
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probe measurements shown in the beginning of the section made on the same
sample.

The ZnSe PL signal is a convenient detection tool for ZnSe inclusions
in CZTSe. This is due to the lower surface sensitivity (of PL compared to
Raman), enabling the detection of the ZnSe secondary phase even when it is
present in low and homogeneously distributed amounts in the sample.

3.4 Conclusion

This chapter treated the detection of some secondary phases on CZTSe sam-
ples by Raman and PL. In the first section, the intermixed growth of CTSe
and CZTSe on Cu-rich Sn-rich samples was discussed. The contribution of
the main Raman modes of these two phases was correlated to their relative
content in the sample confirming the assignment of the mode at 181 cm−1

to CTSe. The CTSe literature attributes this main CTSe mode to the mon-
oclinic phase which does not agree with the syntaxy of these two phases
(i. e. mixed and oriented growth (to each other) of the crystals of CTSe and
CZTSe). The cubic phases are more suitable candidates for this intermixed
epitaxial-like growth since they have lower lattice mismatches to the CZTSe
and GaAs lattices. These cubic phases might therefore be the origin of the
Raman mode.

The second section discussed the phase composition of a SnSex capping
layer on CZTSe samples before and after annealing of the samples as detected
by Raman spectroscopy. The presence of the phases SnSe2 and amorphous
selenium was detected in this capping layer. The measurements further con-
firmed that concentrated hydrochloric acid (HCl) can be used to remove
the tin-selenides phases remaining on the capped CZTSe sample after heat
treatment (i. e. SnSe and SnSe2).

The last section discussed the ZnSe secondary phase. It is confirmed that
green excitation standard Raman spectroscopy is not sufficient to detect the
co-existing ZnSe secondary phase in CZTSe, blue excitation is necessary to
detect the ZnSe contributions by Raman spectroscopy. A RT-PL emission at
1.2-1.4 eV was found: it could be clearly correlated to a sub-band gap excited
defect luminescence of ZnSe by spatially correlating the PL emission to the
known Raman signal of ZnSe. It is shown that room temperature PL is a
technique sensitive to comparatively small amounts of the ZnSe secondary
phase.



Chapter 4

Raman spectroscopy of CZTSe

This chapter discusses the Raman shifts measured on CZTSe. The Raman
modes are summarized and the Raman spectrum is fitted showing that the
main mode is asymmetrically broadened and that the energy range 170 cm−1

to 180 cm−1 is composed of two Raman modes. In a second part the nature
of the main mode’s broadening is explored. In the last part of the chapter,
polarization dependent Raman measurements on both polycrystalline and
epitaxial samples are discussed, with which the dominant polymorph in the
probing volume and the growth direction of the CZTSe on the GaAs substrate
can be determined. The P/O-Raman measurements were performed on epi-
taxial samples by Levent Gütay and Christiane Stroth at the University of
Oldenburg. The modes were fitted in collaboration with Levent Gütay. The
polarization dependent measurements on polycrystalline samples shown in
figure 4.22 were measured at the University of Barcelona by Xavier Fontané,
Victor Izquierdo-Roca, Alejandro Pérez-Rodŕıguez.

4.1 The Raman active modes in CZTSe

In this section the Raman modes that are attributed to CZTSe are discussed.
Figure 4.1 shows an overview of the Raman modes related to CZTSe. A
typical Raman spectrum measured with green excitation (514 nm) is shown
in figure 4.1a and is composed of 8 modes. The three main modes are at
168 cm−1, 171 cm−1 and 195 cm−1 and weaker modes are found at 51 cm−1,
77 cm−1, 130 cm−1, 231 cm−1 and 244 cm−1.

It should be noted that there is a variation of the mode energies between
samples which is in the order of ±2 cm−1 depending on parameters such as
strain, temperature and sample composition.

77
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Figure 4.1: CZTSe Raman spectrum taken at an excitation wave-
length of 514.5 nm. A closeup of the lower signal intensities is shown
in the inset. Arrows are used to mark the peak positions. Measured
at the university of Barcelona on samples produced at our labora-
tory. [107] .

The modes at 51 cm−1 and 77 cm−1 lie beyond the spectral cut-off of most
spectrometers (including our setup described in section 2.1) therefore they
are not discussed further. The mode at around 130 cm−1 is very broad and
present in all CZTSe samples measured during this thesis. It is of comparably
low signal intensity which makes it difficult to assign to the right phase.

The Raman signal in the energy range 170 cm−1 to 180 cm−1 is composed
of two modes: it is often discussed in literature as one mode even though
the signal seems to be composed of two overlapping peaks. This double peak
behavior is discussed in the following.

Supporting the double peak notion is that the Full Width at Half Max-
imum (FWHM) of the peak (if considered as one peak) is about twice that
of the main peak at 195 cm−1 (as can be seen in figure 4.2). A detailed fit
also shows that this broad spectral area is composed of more than one peak:
figure 4.2 shows a micro Raman measurement restricted to the energy range
145-220 cm−1 where a shoulder is clearly seen at 170 cm−1. The fitting of
the peak at 170 cm−1 with two Lorentzians shows that this broader Raman
signal is composed of two Raman peaks at 168 cm−1 (5 cm−1 FWHM) and
172 cm−1 (6 cm−1 FWHM). The FWHM of these modes is comparable to the
one of the main peak at 195 cm−1(4 cm−1 FWHM). The quality of the fit is
shown by the low and featureless residual plotted in red in the figure.
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Figure 4.2: Micro Raman spectrum of CZTSe restricted to the spec-
tral area of 145-220 cm−1(black line). The main mode at 195 cm−1 is
fitted with an asymmetrically broadened Lorentzian depicted in blue.
The residual is plotted in red. The other modes at 168, 172 cm−1 are
fitted with two Lorentzians depicted in gray. The green line shows
the sum of the fits.

The main mode i. e. the mode of highest intensity which is usually at
195 cm−1 is discussed next. As mentioned in the background chapter (sec-
tion 1.2.8) the literature values are between the extreme values of 192 cm−1

and 198 cm−1. So far, no clear correlation was found between the peak posi-
tion and the sample parameters both in literature and during this thesis. This
is due to the fact that the peak position depends on sample parameters such
as the elemental composition, crystal structure and strain. A major problem
even if one assumes that the different samples have the same crystal struc-
ture, is that the composition and Raman measurements probe quite different
parts of the sample. While Raman measurements are quite surface sensitive,
the common composition measurement tools like EDX average over almost
the whole depth of the films. This difference in probing volume can impede
a possible correlation between peak position and elemental composition.

Looking closely at the Raman spectra, one can observe that the main Ra-
man peak is asymmetrically broadened towards lower energies. The influence
of a further low intensity mode is the first explanation for this broadening
that comes to mind. But, as discussed in the following, through fitting many
different spectra the best fit was achieved using a broadened Lorentzian. It
should be noted that two different broadened lorentzian shapes are used in
this work. Both fit the main mode better than the pure Lorentizan in the
main part of the peak. They differ in the tail part which does not affect
the following argumentation, which would still stand with the peak shape
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used in section 4.3. On the other side of the broadening, after decaying to 0
the fit curve used here goes up again leading to some background at around
250 cm−1 which is outside the energy range fitted in this section.

The following function for the broadened lorentzian is used here as it is
simpler. It is of the form [108, 109]:

I(ω) =
I0

1 + 4 ·
(ωx
F

)2 (4.1)

ωx =
ω − ω0

1− α
(
ω − ω0

F

) (4.2)

where ω0 is the peak position, I0 is the peak intensity, F is the FWHM and
α is the broadening parameter responsible for the asymmetry. The best fit of
the spectra shown in figures 4.2 and 4.3a was achieved with ωo= 195.5 cm−1;
α = 0.26± 0.02 and F=4.3±0.02cm−1.

The fit quality does not improve using two Lorentzians. The two Lorentzian
fit depicted in figure 4.3b results in a positive residual on the low energy side
of the main mode and a negative one on the other side. The fits of the lower
intensity modes are also of lower quality compared to the fit shown in fig-
ure 4.3a. The fitted mode at 170 cm−1 has to be broader to fit the energy
range 180 cm−1 to 185 cm−1.

This shows that adding a second Lorentzian is not sufficient to fit the
asymmetry of the peak as opposed to the asymmetric peak shape that fits
the measured data very well. The asymmetric peak shape not only has less fit
parameters than two Lorentzians but also shows better fit results. Therefore
asymmetric is the favored shape for fitting this mode. The origin of this
asymmetry is discussed in the next section.

In some of the samples prepared in a similar way (see figures 4.5 and 4.6)
we do see a contribution of a further mode at 190 cm−1 albeit a low contribu-
tion. This mode is always around 190 cm−1 and does not explain the broad-
ening of the main mode. Because the occurrence of the peak at 190 cm−1 can
be clearly discerned, as discussed in the following, the peak shape in those
samples where the extra mode does not occur (like the one in figure 4.3) is
clearly due to broadening and not due to a second line.

The main mode shape and whether the contributions of the extra mode
is always present is discussed in the next part, where the main mode is fitted
with either one asymmetric or two Lorentzian peaks. Figure 4.4 shows the
best fit of the main Raman mode of CZTSe with only the asymmetrically
broadened Lorentzian (equation 4.1). For this fit only those parts of the spec-
trum are used where the contribution of the main CZTSe mode is dominant:
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Figure 4.3: Micro Raman spectrum of CZTSe restricted to the spec-
tral area of 145-220 cm−1 (black). The main mode at 195 cm−1 is
fitted with an asymmetrically broadened Lorentzian (a) (blue) or two
Lorentzians (b) (blue). The residual is plotted red. The other modes
at 168, 172 cm−1 are fitted with two Lorentzians (grey line).The green
line shows the sum of the fits.

the spectral range where the CZTSe Raman modes of lower intensity are
situated is disregarded (marked in gray in figure 4.4) and the spectral range
between peaks is used to describe the background. The energy range of the
lower intensity Raman modes (208-260 cm−1) is also excluded as they do not
contribute to the signal of the main mode (see figure 4.3). The fit process is
thereby simplified and only the main mode considered.

As opposed to the fit shown in figure 4.3a, fitting the main Raman mode
shown in figure 4.4 does not lead to a satisfactory fit. In fact, the fit shown
in thin lines in figure 4.4 shows strong negative and positive residuals. The
fit is significantly enhanced when the low energy shoulder of the main mode
(marked in blue in figure 4.4) is disregarded when fitting. This is shown in
figure 4.4 where this fit and the residuals are shown in thick lines. The fit in
the central part of the peak is improved, as seen by the considerably smaller
residual. The positive residual that peaks at around 190 cm−1 in this case
is in fact a further Raman signal which is attributed to a separate phase.
This way of fitting the main mode compared to the classical way of adding
a further mode has the advantage of having less fit parameters which leads
to a more reliable fit.

Only a few different samples were fitted in the manner described above
where no correlation with the composition could be found. This lack of
correlation of the 190 cm−1 contribution with the composition was also seen
in the depth dependent measurements. This extra contribution was generally
found in half the samples. For the depth dependent study it was found in
absorber samples that gave 2 % and 4 % conversion efficiency on the finished
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Figure 4.4: Raman spectrum of CZTSe restricted to the spectral area
of 140-280 cm−1. The main mode is fitted with an asymmetrically
broadened Lorentzian peak shape. The thin lines show the fit (blue)
and residuals (red) of the data excluding the low intensity CZTSe
peaks marked in gray. The thick lines show the fits and residuals
where the low energy shoulder of the main mode (marked in blue) is
disregarded in addition to the energy ranges marked in gray.

solar cells though it was not observed on two other samples with 4 % and 6 %
efficiencies.

This extra mode can not be clearly attributed to a phase when compared
with the literature values of secondary phases. In literature it is tentatively
attributed to a different polymorph or to the disordered phase [49, 110]) or a
new phase like the phases seen by T. Schwarz et. al. in [100]. It could also be
related to a secondary phase such as a so far not characterized polymorph of
CTSe.

Some more Raman modes are attributed to CZTSe, which are only clearly
seen on epitaxially grown samples in polarization dependent measurements.
These modes at 158 cm−1 and 215 cm−1 will be discussed in detail in sec-
tion 4.3.

4.2 Phonon confinement of the main mode

The observed asymmetric broadening of the main CZTSe Raman peak can
be explained by effects that lead to a shift of the Raman mode energies that
are asymmetrically distributed in the probing volume. These include an in-
homogeneous laser heating, a distribution of defects, a strain distribution,
composition gradients and small crystallites (nano). It can also be explained
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by the confinement of the phonons to a smaller volume caused by lattice
defects or small crystallites. This section deals with the possible explana-
tions for this broadening of the main mode. More details can be found in
section 1.2.7.

Since the main Raman mode shifts with temperature [111], a temperature
gradient would be expected to lead to a broadened peak shape. The assump-
tion of a temperature gradient in the probing volume of the laser spot means
that we have a low heat dissipation i.e. the middle of the laser spot would
be hotter.

The temperature related effects are studied in the following to be able to
estimate the temperature difference due to different excitation laser powers.
Differences in sample temperature result in peak shifting and asymmetric
broadening of the main Raman mode [111]. This can be seen in figure 4.5
where the same spot on the absorber was measured at 10 K and at 300 K.
Increasing the temperature of the sample results in an expected broadening
and a red shifting of the Raman modes. This is in accordance with the
findings on CZTS samples by Sarswat et. al. [111].

Figure 4.5: Two micro Raman spectra of CZTSe restricted to the
spectral area of 150-210 cm−1. Both measurements were taken at the
same spot at different temperatures (black curve: 300 K; blue curve:
10 K).

Changing the laser power should lead to a different heat distribution in
the laser spot which would lead to a difference in asymmetry of the Raman
modes. This was experimentally tested: figure 4.6 shows µRaman spectra
taken at the same spot on the CZTSe with laser powers of 0.5 mW and
2.5 mW. A lower laser power of 0.2 mW was also tested with the same result
(but with a significantly lower signal to noise ratio) that no difference in
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asymmetry, FWHM, or peak position can be observed.

Figure 4.6: Normalized micro Raman spectra of CZTSe restricted to
the spectral area of 150-220 cm−1. Both measurements were taken
at the same spot with different excitation laser powers (black curve:
0.5 mW/micro spot; red curve: 2.5 mW/micro spot).

The temperature related shifting can be used to estimate the temperature
increase due to the excitation laser irradiation. Assuming a linear dependence
of the energy of the main mode as a function of the temperature, an upper
limit for the temperature increase of the probed volumes for the different
laser powers (0.5 mW and 2.5 mW) can be estimated to be at most 30 K. This
estimation is done by comparing the peak shift due to heating the sample
when applying different excitation laser powers to the peak shift resulting
from changing the sample temperature between two known temperatures.
Since no peak shift and no broadening of the spectra is measured at room
temperature for the different laser powers, the uncertainty of the fit of the
peaks position (in figure 4.6) of 0.2 cm−1 is used as an estimation for the peak
shift. This low estimated value for sample heating (when the excitation laser
power is augmented from 0.2 mW to 2.5 mW) leads to the conclusion that the
sample’s thermal conductivity is high enough to dissipate the power deposited
by the excitation laser. Therefore one can conclude that in-homogeneous
laser heating effects do not play a role in the asymmetrical broadening of our
spectra.

The effects discussed next are based on the properties of the crystal.
These are asymmetric distributions of strain, defects and composition in the
probing volume. These effects are discussed based on a depth dependent
Raman study where three samples are measured in different depths (the
preparation of the craters is introduced in section 2.4). The main modes of
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CZTSe are fitted with an asymmetric Raman peak shape (the fitting was
made as discussed in the previous section).

Strain can also lead to a shift of the Raman mode positions. A gradient in
strain in the probed volume could lead to asymmetric peaks. To quantify the
effect of strain, measurements of both the bulk of the absorber and its back
are compared. The backside of the absorber (i. e. the interface Mo/CZTSe)
is revealed by removing it from the substrate. This is done by glueing the
absorber to a glass slide which is then mechanically removed exposing the
back-side of the absorber. A red shifting in the energy of the modes is ob-
served when the film is mechanically removed compared to all other depths.
This can be seen in figure 4.7a where the main mode energies are shown as
a function of the normalized depth. The back of the mechanically removed
sample is set to the normalized depth of 1 (marked with a gray box). This
shifting of the main mode energies is attributed to a strain release. Strain is
built up during growth due to mismatches between lattice constants and ex-
pansion coefficients of the substrate and the deposited layers. The removal of
the layer from the substrate could release strain by removing the constraint
given by the substrate, therefore the observed shift could be tentatively at-
tributed to strain release. To know if the asymmetry of the main mode can
be attributed to a strain distribution one can compare the asymmetry of the
top of the absorber with the removed back. Less asymmetry is expected if
strain is released and if strain would play a significant role in the broadening
of Raman modes. The fitted asymmetry value is comparable (within the
errors of the fitting) for both measurements with slightly higher values for
the back of the sample (see figure 4.7b). Thus, in-homogeneous strain can be
disregarded as a reason for the asymmetric broadening in our samples.

An asymmetric distribution of defects in the scattering volume is possible
and cannot be excluded. However, the similar asymmetry values observed
from spectra measured at different depths strongly suggest that this is not the
origin of the observed asymmetry of the main Raman peak (see figure 4.7b).

Changes in composition lead to a shifting of the modes while a gradient
of composition within the probing volume could also lead to an asymmetric
broadening. Composition dependent shifting in peak position was only seen
in the pentanary system with varying S/Se content [112]. This does not
apply here since the presented samples are pure CZTSe. Additionally, as
discussed earlier, no clear correlation was seen between the composition and
the main modes peak positions for different samples of different compositions.
Another indication that the composition does not play the main role in the
asymmetry of the main mode is that no correlation between the composition
and the asymmetry of the main mode is seen in the depth dependent study.
This is discussed in the following.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 4.7: Depth dependent study correlating the fitted energy of the main
Raman mode (figure a) and its asymmetric broadening (figure b) to the com-
positions plotted in the ternary phase diagram (figures c and d). The top of
the absorber and its mechanically removed back are marked blue and gray in
figures a and b. The composition of the latter depths are not shown in figures
c and d. Figure d shows a zoom of the central part of the phase diagram. The
arrows in figure c and d indicate growing depth in the absorber.

Figures 4.7c and d show the composition at the depths where the Raman
spectra were measured. This depth dependent composition is deduced by
SIMS measurements that are calibrated by the elemental composition and
by the depth dependent X-ray generation (the SIMS calibration is discussed
in section 2.3). It should be noted that in figure 4.7c and d the compositions
corresponding to the top and back of the sample are not plotted (marked in
blue and gray, respectively, in figures 4.7a and b) since these are where the
SIMS measurement showed the strongest artifacts.

The changes in composition can be disregarded as origin of the asymmet-
ric broadening of the main mode since the asymmetry anti-correlates with
the homogeneity of the composition within the samples. The asymmetries
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are decreasing within the samples in the order: sample b, then sample c, then
a while the composition of the samples spreads over increasingly bigger areas
in the phase diagram reflecting stronger changes in the composition.

Applying the phonon confinement model (PCM) (as introduced in sec-
tion 1.2.7) to the calculated phonon dispersion by Gürel et. al. [41] shown in
figure 4.8, one can predict an asymmetry of the main Raman mode towards
lower energies which is in accordance with our experimental findings. In fact,
the calculated density of states around the Γ point for the highest energy A
modes for both kesterite and stannite show an asymmetry towards low en-
ergies [41]. The description of the phonon dispersion relations is repeated
from section 1.2.7. For the stannite, the phonon dispersion relation of the A1

mode has a local maximum at the Γ point. For the kesterite the dispersion
relation of the A mode of the highest energy is a bit more complicated: it has
a maximum at the Γ point going from Γ to X, P and N, with a minimum at
the Γ point going to Z. At first glance, a saddle point seems contradictory to
prior statements; this is not the case since the slope of the decreasing phonon
energies (Γ to X or P) is higher than the slope of the increasing phonon en-
ergies (from Γ to Z). In addition, the maxima of the phonon dispersion of
the higher energy A1 CZTSe mode count double due to the symmetry of the
Brilloin zone (see figure 4.8c ).

The A modes of lower energy for kesterite (two A modes) and stannite
(the A1 mode) exhibit the opposite phonon dispersion behavior around the
Γ point i. e. a minimum at the Γ point. This would lead to an asymmetry
towards higher energies. However, the overlap between the two peaks in the
170 cm−1 region make a fit with the broadened Lorentzian unreliable: the
errors of the fitting parameters like FWHM, position and broadening of the
2 Lorentzian fits are high. Especially the broadening parameter varies from
large positive to large negative values making the fitted values unreliable.
This means that a further confirmation for the phonon confinement model
is not seen in the lower energy A modes. Nevertheless, the asymmetry of
the main mode agrees perfectly with the asymmetry of the phonon density
around the zone center and is thus a strong support for the assignment of
this asymmetry to phonon confinement.

In summary, the main Raman peak is asymmetrically broadened to lower
energies. This is attributed to the confinement of the phonons because of the
presence of lattice defects in the scattering volume. Other effects that could
lead to such broadening can be excluded from playing a major role.
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Figure 4.8: Phonon dispersion of the Raman active A modes
of kesterite (figure a) and stannite (figure b) CZTSe calcu-
lated by DFT by Gürel et. al. and digitized from [41]. The
main mode is plotted in black. The red rectangles highlight
the phonon dispersion of the main modes around the Γ point.
Figure c depicts the first Brillouin zone of a body centered
tetragonal lattice, the high symmetry points discussed in fig-
ures a and b are marked along with the direction in real space.
The phonon is depicted for the blue paths. Figure c is adapted
from [42].
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4.3 Symmetry of the Raman modes

The attribution of the modes to their symmetry can help in assigning the
Raman spectrum to a specific CZTSe polymorph. This is possible since
the polymorphs have different space groups leading to a varying number of
Raman active phonon modes for the different symmetries. These differences
in the irreducible representations of the lattice vibrations of the different
polymorphs are discussed in section 1.2.4. Polarization orientation (P/O-
Raman) dependent measurements on epitaxial thin films are used to elucidate
the symmetries of the Raman modes of CZTSe.

4.3.1 The polarization orientation experiment

The epitaxial CZTSe samples are grown on GaAs (001) wafers and are there-
fore oriented with respect to the GaAs substrates, where three orientations
are technically possible as is schematized in figure 4.9.

These three arrangements of the CZTSe unit cell are discussed depending
on the orientation of the main symmetry axis relative to the phonon wavevec-
tor ~q (i. e. the orientation of the c axis relative to the excitation direction (z
axis)).

The CZTSe lattice can fit on the substrate lattice either with its c axis
pointing out-of-plane and its a axes aligned with the GaAs a axis (in the
following referred to as ‘out-of-plane’), or with the c axis oriented along one
a axis of the substrate (in the following referred to as ‘in-plane’). For the
in-plane configuration the c axis can be oriented parallel to the x or y axis.

Figure 4.9: The possible orientations of the c axis of CZTSe on the
GaAs substrate: a) c ‖ z: out-of-plane, and b) c ⊥ z: in-plane. Both
in-plane orientations c ‖ y and c ‖ x are shown in figures b1 and b2,
respectively.

Both configurations are possible as the lattice parameter coefficient of
CZTSe (kesterite or stannite) c/a is close to two and c/2 and a are compa-
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rable to the lattice parameters of the GaAs substrate. The lattice-mismatch
between CZTSe (a = 5.695 Å; c/2 = 5.673 Å [92] and GaAs (5.653 Å; ICDD
00-014-0450), is about ≈ 0.8 % for the ‘out-of-plane’ and around ≈ 0.3 % for
the ‘in-plane’ orientation of CZTSe on GaAs. These two configurations can
be differentiated using P/O-Raman measurements, see following section.

The P/O-Raman experiment, introduced in section 1.2.5, is simulated for
the parallel [z̄(x,x)z] and the perpendicular [z̄(x,y)z] polarization configura-
tions for our epitaxial layers rotated around the z axis by the azimuth angle
θ.

The intensity of the Raman signal for the parallel (‖) and perpendicular
(⊥) polarization configurations is given by:

I(θ, φ)‖ /⊥ ∝
∣∣êx ·QT

(θ) ·QT
(φ) ·R ·Q(φ) ·Q(θ) · êx/y

∣∣2. (4.3)

where R is the Raman tensor, êx and êx/y are the incident and scattered
light with polarizations in direction of the axes x or y. Q is the rotation
matrix. φ is set = 0◦ to simulate the out-of-plane configuration, the in-plane
configuration is simulated with φ = 90◦ (which is a rotation around the x
axis revolving the z axis onto the y axis: in-plane1).

An example of the simulation result is shown in figure 4.10. The signal
intensities of the A modes in the out-of-plane configuration is expected to be
independent of the rotation around the azimuth angle θ. It is also expected
to vanish for the perpendicular polarization configuration.

Figure 4.10: Simulated rotation dependent Raman signal intensity
evolution for an A symmetry mode (kesterite or stannite) growing
in the out-of-plane configuration for both polarization configurations:
parallel is depicted in black, perpendicular in red.

Since the GaAs substrate cleaves along two straight edges that are per-
fectly perpendicular to each other [along two high symmetry directions (110)
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and (1̄10)], the cleavage edges are therefore at known angles i. e. 45◦ and 135◦

in the P/O experiment1.

4.3.2 Simulating the P/O experiment

Some preliminary considerations follow from the Raman tensors of the dif-
ferent possible polymorphs. They are therefore recapitulated before being
discussed.

The Raman tensors for the kesterite structure from space group I 4̄ (S2
4 ;

No. 82) are [27, 28, 29]:

A =

a 0 0
0 a 0
0 0 b

 ; Bz =

 c d 0
d −c 0
0 0 0

 ;

Ex =

0 0 e
0 0 f
e f 0

 ; Ey =

0 0 f
0 0 −e
f −e 0

 . (4.4)

The stannite structure and the disordered kesterite structure are both
from space group I 4̄2m (D11

2d; No. 121) and their Raman tensors have the
same Raman tensors as the polymorphs from space groups P 4̄21m (D3

2d;
No. 113), and P 4̄2c (D6

2d; No. 116)which are given by [27, 28, 29]:

A1 =

a 0 0
0 a 0
0 0 b

 ; B1 =

c 0 0
0 −c 0
0 0 0

 ; B2z =

0 d 0
d 0 0
0 0 0

 ;

Ex =

0 0 0
0 0 e
0 e 0

 ; Ey =

0 0 e
0 0 0
e 0 0

 . (4.5)

In the following when the stannite structure is discussed, it is implied that
the modes from structures of equivalent symmetry behave in the same way in
the P/O experiment while their zone center representation might be different.

The zone center phonon representation for kesterite is:

ΓRaman = 3A⊕ 6B ⊕ 6E

and for stannite is:

ΓRaman = 2A1 ⊕ 2B1 ⊕ 4B2 ⊕ 6E.

1 The reasons for the preferred cleavage directions lie in the presence of surface polarities
and the distribution of the electron densities. [113]
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The first consideration that can be made is how and whether the energetic
positions of the polar modes are affected by the P/O experiment for the
possible orientations of the CZTSe.

As a result of the momentum conservation, the wavevector ~q is parallel to
the direction of incident light since the incident and scattered light directions
are parallel in a confocal setup (see figure 4.11). For this experiment the lab
coordinate z is chosen parallel to the direction of the incident light. The
polarization directions of the modes are indicated for an oriented crystal
(c ‖ to z) as indices in the Raman tensor labels (see Raman tensors of
kesterite 4.3.2 and stannite 4.3.2). When the crystal is oriented differently,
the polarization directions are rotated and therefore need to be expressed in
the lab coordinates.

As introduced in section 1.2.6, the interaction of the polar Raman modes
with the incident light depends on the orientation of the crystal. The fre-
quencies of the polar modes are dependent on the orientation with respect
to the wavevector ~q. The effect is largest when the polarization direction is
parallel to the wavevector ~q and zero when the latter directions are perpen-
dicular. Since the polarization direction results from a vibration of atoms
parallel to this direction and since the wavevector ~q is parallel to the prop-
agation direction of the light, phonon modes in the extreme cases discussed
above have the character of a longitudinal optical (LO), or transversal optical
(TO) vibration, respectively.

Figure 4.11 shows the possible orientation of the CZTSe unit cell with
respect to the lab coordinates and summarizes the character of the vibrations
(LO or TO). It shows the expected effect of the different orientations on the B
and E symmetry modes. For the B modes in the out-of-plane orientation the
polarization and vibration directions are parallel to the wavevector ~q. The
B modes are therefore LO vibrations as opposed to the B modes in the in-
plane configurations where the vibrations are of TO character and therefore
have different frequencies. The degeneracy of the E modes is conserved in
the out-of-plane configuration (both are TO modes) while it is lifted in both
in-plane configurations (either Ex or Ey is a LO mode).

As the A modes all have the same Raman tensor, it is impossible to
distinguish kesterite from any other polymorphs by considering the symmetry
of the A modes but their total count differs between the space groups and is
therefore a tool to differentiate them.

Comparing the Raman tensors of kesterite and stannite, one can see that:
depending on the ratio of the Raman tensor parameters c/d, the B mode of
kesterite can behave like the B1 (for c � d) or B2 (for c � d) mode of
stannite or as a mixture of the latter cases.
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Figure 4.11: Schematic representation of the orientation of the CZTSe
unit cell (on the GaAs substrate) with respect to the lab coordinates
(shown in gray). The propagation directions of incident (~ki) and scat-
tered (~ks) light are shown in black and blue, respectively. The blue
and red double arrows show the possible polarization directions of ~ki
and ~ks. The local coordinate system (and its axis) of the unit cell
is shown in blue. The wavevector ~q is shown in green. The z axis
is shown in green in the lower part of the scheme to show that it is
parallel to ~q.

The results of the simulation of the P/O experiment i. e. the Raman in-
tensity dependence on the rotation angle for both polarization configurations
I(θ)‖/⊥ for the different mode symmetries and polymorphs are calculated us-
ing equation 4.3.1 and are summarized in table 4.1. The table also shows the
Raman tensors of the mode symmetries in both orientations (in-plane and
out-of-plane). These results are discussed in the following subsections.
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The out-of-plane configuration

For a CZTSe crystal oriented out-of-plane, the result of the P/O experiment
for the A mode is that it is constant for the parallel polarization while it is
zero for the perpendicular polarization configuration (as shown in figure 4.10).
The E symmetry modes (Ex and Ey) are zero for both polarization config-
urations for both the kesterite and stannite structures. The signal intensity
of the B modes varies sinusoidally with a period of 90◦ as a function of the
rotation around the azimuth angle θ, see figure 4.12. The calculated θ de-
pendencies of the Raman signal intensities of the B modes for both kesterite
and stannite are repeated in table 4.2 from table 4.1.

out-of-plane B1 B2

stannite
‖ pol. Conf. c2 cos2(2θ) d2 sin2(2θ)
⊥ pol. Conf. c2 sin2(2θ) d2 cos2(2θ)

out-of-plane Bz

kesterite
‖ pol. Conf. [c cos(2θ) + d sin(2θ)]2

⊥ pol. Conf. [−c sin(2θ) + d cos(2θ)]2

Table 4.2: Raman signal intensity evolution I(θ) for the parallel and
perpendicular polarization configurations, for the B modes of the
kesterite and stannite structures calculated using equation 4.3.1.

The calculated signal intensities of the B1 and B2 modes are phase shifted
by half a period so that their signal intensity evolution is inverted. The
phase shift is observed between the parallel and perpendicular polarization
configurations. This means that the symmetry of the B modes (i. e. B1 or
B2) is identifiable in the considered rotation polarization dependent Raman
measurement.

It is convenient to define the results of this PO experiment (i. e. the inten-
sity dependencies I(θ)‖ and ⊥)of the B1 and B2 modes of stannite as B1-like
and B2-like (depicted in figures 4.12a and b), respectively, as the same de-
pendencies are seen for other mode symmetries and unit cell orientations.

For the case of kesterite, the signal intensities also have phase shifted
intensity dependencies depending on the polarization. However, these shift
with the c/d Raman tensor entry ratio as shown in figure 4.12c where I(θ)‖ /⊥
is plotted for different c/d ratios. One can see that the intensity dependen-
cies for the modes of the kesterite and stannite structures is the same, only
shifted between the extreme cases given by the B1 and B2 modes of stannite.
Figure 4.12d shows the maximum of the rotation dependent Raman signal
intensity ε as a function of the c/d ratio. It also confirms that for extreme
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values of c/d the B modes of kesterite behave like either B1-like or B2-like.
This dependency of the angle of maximum intensity on the c/d ratio can be
used to determine this ratio from an actual measurement.

(a) B1-like (b) B2-like

(c) (d)

Figure 4.12: Simulation of the rotation dependent Raman signal inten-
sity evolutions for a crystal in the out-of-plane configuration (φ = 0◦),
for B1 (figure a), B2 (figure b), in the parallel (black) and perpen-
dicular (red) polarization configurations, respectively. The rotation
range between 45◦ and 135◦ is marked in gray. Figure c shows the
intensity evolution for the kesterite structure for different c/d ratios;
the arrows indicate the shifting of the maximum of signal intensity
with growing c/d ratio; black marks the parallel polarization config-
uration and red the perpendicular one. Figure d depicts ε which is
the calculated position of the maximum of the rotated Raman signal
intensity as a function of the c/d Raman tensor ratio, for the parallel
and perpendicular polarization configuration for a kesterite Bz mode
in the in-plane configuration (in the 0-90◦ range).
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The in-plane1 configuration

The intensity dependencies are first discussed for the in-plane1 (figure 4.9)
orientation of the CZTSe and the other orientation is discussed at the end
of the section. The Raman signal intensities as a function of the rotation
around the azimuth angle are the same for the A modes of kesterite and
stannite. These follow:

A/A1 : I(θ)‖ ∝ (a cos2(θ) + b sin2(θ))2 and (4.6)

A/A1 : I(θ)⊥ ∝ (a− b)2 sin2(2θ)

The signal intensity is dependent of the a/b ratio for parallel polarization
configuration while independent of the Raman tensor entry ratio in the per-
pendicular configuration. Figure 4.13a shows the Raman signal intensities
for both polarization configurations. The parallel polarization configuration
is plotted for a ratio a/b = 0.05. This a/b ratio is varied over several orders
of magnitude in figure 4.13b: one can see that for a/b < 1 the maxima of
intensity are at 0◦ and 180◦ while they are at 90◦ and 270◦ (not shown, its
is a result of the periodicity) for a/b > 1. Figure 4.13b shows that inverting
the a/b ratio only leads to a shift of the signal intensity dependencies of θ
by half a period. This dependency of a/b can be used to fit this ratio in an
actual measurement.

(a) (b)

Figure 4.13: Simulation of the rotation dependent Raman signal in-
tensity evolutions for the in-plane configuration (φ = 90◦) for the
A modes of CZTSe. Figure a shows the perpendicular polarization
configuration (plotted in red, a/b independent) and the parallel po-
larization configuration (plotted in black) for a/b = 0.05. Figure b
only shows the parallel polarization configuration for different a/b ra-
tios. The rotation range between 45◦ and 135◦ is marked in gray.
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The result of the simulation for the B2z mode of the stannite structure
is constant at 0 intensity (independent of the θ rotation and polarization
configuration). The non zero modes follow:

B1/Bz : I(θ)‖ ∝ c2 cos4(θ) and

B1/Bz : I(θ)⊥ ∝ c2 sin2(2θ)

for the parallel and the perpendicular polarization configuration of both the
B1 modes of stannite and Bz modes of kesterite, respectively. The non zero
intensity dependencies of the B symmetry modes are plotted in figure 4.14.

Figure 4.14: Simulation of the rota-
tion dependent Raman signal inten-
sity evolutions for the in-plane config-
uration (φ = 90◦) for the B1 mode of
stannite and the Bz mode of kesterite
CZTSe. The rotation range between
45◦ and 135◦ is marked in gray.

For the E symmetry modes of stannite structure, the Raman signal in-
tensity dependency (on θ) is zero for the Ex modes (for both polarization
configurations) while it is B2-like for the Ey modes. For the kesterite struc-
ture both Ex and Ey symmetry modes are B2-like. In fact, I(θ)‖ for both
the Ey mode of the stannite structure and the Ex and Ey modes of the
kesterite structure is given by: I(θ)‖ ∝ sin2(2θ) for the parallel polarization
configuration and by: I(θ)⊥ ∝ cos2(2θ) for the perpendicular polarization
configuration(see figure 4.15).

Figure 4.15: Simulation of the rota-
tion dependent Raman signal inten-
sity evolutions for the in-plane con-
figuration (φ = 90◦) for the stannite
Ey mode and the kesterite Ex and Ey
modes of CZTSe. The rotation range
between 45◦ and 135◦ is marked in
gray.
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The in-plane2 configuration

The other possible in-plane configuration (in-plane2) that can be achieved by
rotating the CZTSe around the lab coordinate y axis gives the same result
as for the simulation shown above only shifted by 90◦. This affects the 180◦

periodic Raman signal intensity dependencies on the rotation around θ i. e.
I(θ)‖ of the: A mode (of kesterite and stannite, see figure 4.13) and the B1

mode of stannite and the Bz of kesterite (see figure 4.14). All other non
zero modes of the in-plane1 configuration summarized in table 4.1 have 90◦

periodicity and thus have an unchanged behavior.

That the two in-plane orientations are almost identical and only differ by
a 90◦ shift in θ, reflects the fact that the orientation of the lab coordinate x
axis can be chosen parallel to one of the two cleavage edges of the substrate
having a 90◦ angle between them (defining the origin of rotation).

Domains of mixed orientations

Mixed domains of the possible in-plane orientations as well as mixed domains
of in-plane/out-of-plane orientations are considered in the following. A mix-
ture of the two possible in-plane orientations does not change the behavior
of the E symmetry modes since their rotation dependent Raman intensities
only differ by a shift of θ = 90◦ which is also their periodicity. The same
assessment can be made for the intensity dependencies of the perpendicular
polarization configurations of the A and B symmetry modes.

Since the A and B modes have a 180◦ periodicity when measured in the
parallel polarization configuration, the relative content of the two orientations
matters.

Figure 4.16 shows the calculated signal intensity dependencies of the non
zero B modes (Bz and B1 for the kesterite and stannite structures, respec-
tively) for different mixes of the in-plane orientations. These dependencies
are given by the normalizations of :

B1/z mix : I(θ)‖ = (100− x) cos4(θ) + x sin4(θ). (4.7)

where x is the percentage of the in-plane2 orientation.

This I(θ) shows two maxima. Depending on which orientation is dom-
inant, the absolute maximum is at 90◦ or 0◦ (with a period of 180◦) for
dominating in-plane1 or in-plane2, respectively. The relative intensity of the
local maximum and the position of the minimum also depends on the mix-
ture of orientations. When the relative content of both phases is the same,
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Figure 4.16: Simulation of the effect of domains of mixed in-plane ori-
entation on the rotation dependent Raman signal intensity evolutions
for the B symmetry modes of CZTSe. Different mixtures from 100 %
in-plane1 to 100 % in-plane2 are depicted. A shift in positions of the
absolute minima and change in the intensity of the local maxima are
marked by black and green arrows representing growing in-plane1 and
in-plane2 contents, respectively. The rotation range between 45◦ and
135◦ is marked in gray.

the signal intensity dependence is given by:

B1/Bz (50% mix) : I(θ)‖ ∝ cos2(2θ) and,

B1/Bz (50% mix) : I(θ)⊥ ∝ sin2(2θ)

which is B1−like making it difficult to differentiate between the B modes of
the in-plane and out-of-plane configurations.

As opposed to the above B modes, the A mode behavior in the case
of mixed orientations not only depends on the relative content of the two
orientations but also on the ratio of the Raman tensor entries (a/b). The
extreme cases of a � b or a � b can be easily considered since they allow
the neglect of either the first or the second term in equation 4.6 leading to the
same dependency as the parallel polarization configuration of the B modes
in the in-plane1 or in-plane2 orientations. Adding the fact that changing the
orientation has the same effect as inverting the a/b ratio (i. e. shifting the
signal intensity dependency by half a period (see figure 4.13b)), leads to the
result that both extreme cases lead to the same result when mixing in-plane
orientations (same as in figure 4.16 discussed above).

Figure 4.13b shows that the dependency of I(θ)A‖ on the a/b ratio is quite
low except in a small range around a/b = 1, therefore the above approxima-
tion is valid for a large range of a/b.
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Mixing the in-plane and out-of-plane orientations for the A modes results
in an offset in the parallel polarization configuration of the in-plane orienta-
tion by a constant value. This offset is the contribution from the out-of-plane
orientation.

For the perpendicular polarization configuration only the contribution of
the in-plane orientation is seen: the same behavior as the in-plane orientation
is expected for the E modes since their intensity is expected to be zero in
the out-of-plane orientation.

Conclusion

The main conclusion of this section is that most configurations i. e. combina-
tion of structures and orientation, can be differentiated, if present as a single
phase in the probing volume, and if all the expected (non zero) dependencies
are identified in the experiment:

� Comparing the in-plane and out-of-plane configurations shows that it is
possible to distinguish these two orientations since the A and B modes
have quite different Raman signals dependencies.

� A spectrum can be assigned to the kesterite structure oriented out-
of-plane when the B modes present a clear shift from the expected
maxima and minima of the B1-like and B2-like dependencies.

� A spectrum can be assigned to the stannite structure oriented out-of-
plane when both B1-like and B2-like dependencies are measured.

� Only in the in-plane configuration can kesterite and stannite not be
identified by the consideration of the symmetries present in the spec-
trum since no difference in the signal dependencies is expected (see
table 4.1). However, the different polymorphs have different irreducible
representations, so that the total count of modes of the different sym-
metries provides a way to identify the structure in the in-plane orien-
tation.

Also mixed orientations, especially an in-plane / out-of-plane mixture
should be easily confirmed in the PO experiment since it is detectable in the
dependencies of the A modes which are the modes of highest intensity (in
CZTSe).
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4.3.3 Results of the P/O experiment

The fitting results

The results of the angle and polarization dependent Raman measurements on
epitaxially grown samples are shown in figures 4.18 and 4.19 where the fitted
peak intensities are plotted as a function of the polarization configuration
and the rotation angle θ.

Figure 4.17: Raman spectra measured in perpendicular (figure a;
plotted in red) and parallel polarization configurations (figure b;
plotted in black) rotated around θ by 105◦. All peaks are fitted
with Lorentzian peak shapes (except for the main one at 196 cm−1

which is fitted with an asymmetrically broadened Lorentzian).
The fitted peaks are depicted in blue and the sum of the fitting
peaks is depicted in green.

All the modes are fitted with Lorentzian peaks except for the main mode
(at 196 cm−1) which is fitted with an asymmetrically broadened Lorentzian
peak shape as discussed in section 4.1. A different formula for the asymmetric
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Lorentz shape is used since it fits the full energy range [109]:

I =
A

γ
· 1

1 + 4 · ((x− x0)/γ)2

γ =
2 · F

1 + exp(α · [x− xo])

where F is the unbroadened FWHM, A the amplitude, x0 the peak position
and α the broadening parameter.

All spectra were fitted with parameters that were allowed to vary in lim-
ited ranges, except for the broadening parameter α of the main mode which
was varied manually to optimize the fit. The quality of the fit was judged
by two criteria: that the fitting function does not reach higher values than
the measured signal (i. e. lowest possible negative residual), and that the fit
parameters do not reach the fixed limits. An example for a satisfactory fit
for both polarization configurations is shown in figure 4.17 which was chosen
since it has a high signal in the perpendicular polarization configuration and
one can clearly see the contribution of the different modes in the spectrum.

The peak positions and FWHM are summarized along with their standard
deviations in table 4.3. The best fit was achieved for peaks at (128, 159, 172,
177, 196, 217, 237 and 250) cm−1.

position σ FWHM σ α

127.6 1.6 40.6 5.5 -
159.2 1.4 12.2 4* -
171.8 0.6 10.0 1.5 -
176.9 0.9 10.3 4.2 -
196.4 0.9 11.6 2.4 0.09
217.2 1.2 23.1 3.6 -
237.4 0.4 18.9 2.9 -
249.6 0.5 22.9 2.8 -

Table 4.3: Average fitted peak energies and FWHM’ s, their stan-
dard deviation σ (in cm−1) and the broadening parameter α of
the main mode for the P/O Raman measurements on epitaxial
CZTSe. The * marks values where two out-liners were neglected
in the calculation.

The first result is that the peak positions fitted here differ slightly from
the ones summarized in section 4.1. This can be due to differences in strain
or composition but also to the fact that more peaks are used for the fit: the
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peaks at 159 and 217 cm−1 influence the fitting result for the main modes
(i. e. the A symmetry modes). These latter peaks (at 159 cm−1 and 217 cm−1)
were not fitted on the polycrystalline samples thereby changing the resulting
peak positions.

As opposed to the theoretical prediction of an oriented material of one
crystal structure, the peak intensities do not vanish for any polarization
configuration or rotation angle θ (figures 4.19 and 4.18). This can be due
to domains of different orientations or polymorphs. It can also be due to a
background in the measurement ranging from scattering in the spectrograph
over second order Raman modes to some luminescent recombination in the
sample. The non-zero behavior of the modes can additionally be an artifact of
the fit reflecting the difficulty to achieve a perfect fit while trying to leave the
fit parameters as free as possible. Another explanation can be imperfections
in the measurement (i. e the incident light beam is not perfectly parallel to
the z axis since it is focused on the sample by a microscope lens [114]). This
last effect is minimized by illuminating the microscope lens with a narrow
laser beam minimizing the aperture.

The A symmetry modes

The P/O-Raman results for the modes fitted at (172, 177, 196) cm−1 are
plotted in figure 4.18. These modes can be attributed to the A symmetry
since they, on the one hand, are at frequencies that agree with the theoretical
mode energy calculations (summarized in section 1.2.8), and on the other
hand, their fitted intensities as a function of the rotation by θ (shown in
figure 4.18) strongly resemble the expected behavior for A modes in the out-
of-plane orientation (shown in figure 4.10).

Figure 4.18 shows that the signal intensity has a maximum in the parallel
configuration at θ ≈ 90◦.

This deviation from the ideal out-of-plane A symmetry peak intensity
evolution can be explained by different effects such as a mixture of out-of-
plane and in-plane orientations, the contribution of a further mode and fitting
artifacts, as discussed in the following.
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(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 4.18: Intensity of the Raman modes depending on the polar-
ization configuration (parallel plotted in black, perpendicular plotted
in red) and on the rotation of the sample around the z axis by the
angle θ (defined in figure 4.9). Figures a to c show the fitted intensity
dependencies of the peaks at (172, 177, 196) cm−1, respectively. The
rotation range between 45◦ and 135◦ is marked in gray.

A mixture of in-plane and out-of-plane orientation is a possible expla-
nation but the measured θ rotation range is not sufficient for a definitive
attribution.

Assuming the spectrum is dominated by the out-of plane orientation, the
contribution of a further mode can be considered as a reason for the maxi-
mum of intensity at θ = 90◦. An attempt was therefore made to fit the main
mode with an extra contribution but the fit was unstable (i. e. not fulfilling
the fit criteria discussed above). An alternative fitting method was tested
to determine if a further contribution can be clearly seen. For this, only the
main mode is fitted with a Lorentzian and the peak position is plotted as
a function of θ. Assuming the ideal constant intensity evolution of out-of-
plane A symmetry and the presence of an extra contribution with a mode
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energy close to the latter mode, the energetic position of the sum of those
modes would shift in the same way as the intensity evolution of the extra
contribution would do as a function of θ. This was tested on the main mode
but the fitted position of this mode does not follow a trend. Therefore an
extra mode is not detected by this method. Assuming an extra mode would
be present in the energy range of the main mode then it would be B1-like
(with a maximum at 90◦ in the parallel polarization configuration, assuming
an out-of-plane orientation). According to theoretical calculations of Gürel
et. al. [41] and Amiri et. al. [48], the B1 symmetry modes of the stannite struc-
ture are either at energies lower than 100 cm−1 or higher than the main mode
by 20-30 cm−1 , therefore this assumed extra B1-like mode can only originate
from a kesterite Bz mode with the corresponding c/d ratio (i.e. c � d) still
assuming a dominating out-of-plane orientation.

One has to also take into account that for the main mode the difference
between the lowest and highest signal intensities of the parallel polarization
configuration is orders of magnitude higher than the signal intensities of the
other modes later attributed to the B symmetry (shown in figure 4.19). Ad-
diotionally another argument against the attribution of this maximum of
intensity to an extra mode is that it occurs in the signal intensity dependen-
cies of all the modes that are attributed to A symmetry which is improbable
(figure 4.18).

Fitting artifacts cannot play a role in the main mode since it has a very
high signal intensity compared to the other modes limiting their effect on the
fitted intensity.

To summarize this last part: there is no clear indication that the devi-
ation of the modes of A symmetry from the ideal case is due to an extra
contribution.

The mode energy range 160-170 cm−1 is fitted with two Lorentzians. This
energy range can also be fitted with only one Lorentzian just slightly lowering
the fit quality. In other words fitting this measurement is not conclusive as
to the number of A symmetry modes (two or three) which would have lead to
an assignment to kesterite or stannite. It should also be noted that changing
the number of modes in this range does not change the overall behavior of
the other modes and consequently it does not change any other symmetry
assignment.

Higher resolution measurements on the same sample show that the latter
energy range is in fact composed of two A modes supporting the choice of
fitting the spectra (in the 160-170 cm−1 energy range) as discussed above
with two A modes.
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The B symmetry modes

The measured P/O-Raman intensity evolutions of the modes at (159, 217,
237 and 250) cm−1 are fitted using I(θ) = x1 + x2 ∗ sin2(2θ+ x3) and plotted
in figure 4.19. x1 and x3 are the parameters needed to shift the measured
signals in intensity and in θ, respectively, while x2 changes the amplitude of
the signal. It should be noted that for this fit the periodicity is fixed to 90◦.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 4.19: Fitted intensity of the Raman modes depending on the
polarization configuration and rotation of the sample around the z axis
as defined in figure 4.9 for the modes at (159, 217, 237 and 250) cm−1,
shown in figures a to d, respectively. The rotation range between 45◦

and 135◦ is marked in gray.

These modes at (159, 217, 237 and 250) cm−1 seem to follow a B2-like
behavior. However, the maxima of the Raman intensity in the perpendicular
polarization (and minima of the parallel polarization) configuration are fitted
at rotation angles lower than θ = 90◦. Since the fit does not consider any
errors which were made in the initial fit of the Raman spectra used to get
the intensity dependencies fitted in figure 4.19, one has to be careful with the
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interpretation. The modes can therefore either be attributed to B2 symmetry
modes of the stannite structure or to Bz modes of the kesterite structure with
Raman tensor entry-ratios of c/d� 1.

If one assumes that these modes are originating from a kesterite structure,
one would estimate the c/d ratio (using the graph depicted in figure 4.12d) to
be c/d < 0.1 since the maxima of the perpendicular configuration intensity
are at rotation angles θ = 90◦±0

3.

The mode at 250 cm−1 is quite close to the LO split T mode of ZnSe which
is seen at 251 cm−1 by Irwin and LaCombe [74]. One can not exclude con-
tributions from ZnSe in the mode measured at 250 cm−1 in the P/O-Raman
measurement, since the LO split T mode from ZnSe has the symmetry2 T2,z,
which is the same symmetry as the B2 modes i. e. the same Raman tensor
entries are non-zero.

One therefore needs to be careful when assigning a mode in this energy
range to/or not to ZnSe. The literature review (summarized in figure 4.20)
shows normalized Raman spectra from which the relative intensity of the
peaks at around 250 cm−1 is extracted and correlated to the expected ZnSe
content (as deduced from the composition given in the according publication).
Figure 4.20 shows Raman spectra normalized with respect to the main mode
intensity, along with the corresponding composition plotted in the phase
diagram. When the main mode is normalized to 1 and the background signal
at around 300 cm−1 is set to zero, one can clearly discern that the contribution
of the 244-248 cm−1 mode is different compared to both the intensity of the
main mode and of the one around 231 cm−1. The elemental composition of
the samples plotted in the phase diagram are aligned along the Cu2SnSe3-
CZTSe-ZnSe tie line.

Since the compositions are close to the tie lines and the errors in the
composition measurement are not defined, the only reliable conclusions that
can be drawn are that a growing ZnSe content is expected the nearer the
composition is to the ZnSe end of the CZTSe-ZnSe tie line (and no Cu2SnSe3)
and no ZnSe is expected along the CZTSe-Cu2SnSe3 tie line. One observes a
correlation of the 244-248 cm−1 peak intensity and the expected ZnSe content
which leads to the conclusion that this mode could be ZnSe related since it

2The Raman tensors of ZnSe are given by:

T2,x =

0 0 0
0 0 d
0 d 0

 ; T2,y =

0 0 d
0 0 0
d 0 0

 ;T2,z =

0 d 0
d 0 0
0 0 0

 ;

(4.8)
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(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 4.20: Raman spectra from literature normalized with respect
to the main mode (figure a). The according compositions are plotted
in the phase diagram (figure c). The 250 cm−1 relative intensities as a
function of ZnSe content derived from figure c are plotted in figure b.
The data is marked a to f and is taken from [52] (sample prepared at
673 K); [53]; [54]; [52] (sample prepared at 723 K); [55] (samples pre-
pared at 450 ◦C and 550 ◦C respectively.

also coincides with the ZnSe LO mode.
The mode at 129 cm−1 has a very low signal with no clear evolution

therefore no attribution.
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4.4 Polarized Raman: polycrystalline CZTSe

The polarization dependency can also be measured on polycrystalline sam-
ples. Monitoring the change in Raman intensity of the modes when the
polarization of the incident and scattered light are changed from perpendic-
ular to parallel results in information on the symmetries of the modes. The
Raman signal intensities of the perpendicular I⊥ and parallel configurations
I‖ originating from randomly oriented crystals are calculated from the sum
of the intensities originating from a rotated crystal. Equation 4.3 becomes:

I⊥/‖ ∼
360◦∑
θ=0◦

180◦∑
ψ=0◦

360◦∑
φ=0◦

|êx · T(θ,φ,ψ) · êy/x|2 (4.9)

The depolarization ratio I⊥/I‖ is calculated for the Raman mode symme-
tries. The only parameter that can be varied in equation 4.9 is the Raman
tensor entry ratio.

The simulation shows that the depolarization ratio is independent of the
Raman tensor entry ratios for the E and B symmetry Raman modes of
kesterite while it varies for the A(A1) symmetry mode3. The dependency of
the depolarization ratio of the A symmetry modes on the a/b ratio is shown
in figure 4.21 where the a/b ratio is varied over several orders of magnitude.
When b dominates the Raman tensor, the depolarization ratio reaches 0.44
while it is 0.10 when a dominates. The cubic extreme where a = b has a
depolarization ratio of zero.

The depolarization ratio for the B symmetry modes is 0.49 for kesterite
and stannite; it is independent of the Raman tensor entry ratio c/d and the
same as for the stannite (or equivalent) B1 and B2 symmetry modes. The
depolarization ratio is 1.43 for all E symmetry modes .

The simulation of the depolarization ratio demonstrates that for poly-
crystalline samples it is not possible to distinguish kesterite from stannite
using the depolarization value of the mode symmetries since all B and E
modes from kesterite and stannite (or equivalent polymorphs) are the same.

These calculated depolarization ratios permit to predict if the Raman
signal intensities change when the polarization configuration is changed from
a perpendicular to a parallel orientation for randomly oriented crystallites.
The values calculated above mean that only the E symmetry modes can
be distinguished by polarization dependent Raman measurements since they
are the only ones growing in intensity while the A and B symmetry modes
decrease.

3 The Raman tensor is the same for A symmetry modes for both kesterite and stannite.
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Figure 4.21: Calculated depolarization ratio of the A symmetry modes
as a function of the a/b ratio.

However measuring the depolarization ratio is quite difficult as, in prac-
tice, the setup needs to be calibrated accounting for the polarization depen-
dence of the optics. This need for normalization can be overcome by, for
example, knowing the symmetry of the B modes. Since their depolarization
ratio is known, they can be used for normalization.

The a/b ratio for the identified A modes can be estimated from the depo-
larization ratio of the A symmetry modes. Knowing the depolarization ratio
of the B modes and normalizing the measurement to the known B symmetry
modes, one can estimate this depolarization ratio of the A modes. Figure 4.21
can then be used to estimate the Raman tensor entry ratio a/b.

A polarization-dependent Raman measurement on polycrystalline sam-
ples is depicted in figure 4.22a where the spectra are normalized to the iden-
tified B symmetry modes (in the energy range 220-250 cm−1). This leads to
a depolarization ratio of the A symmetry modes of 0.4 which multiplied by
the depolarization ratio of the B modes (0.49) gives an effective depolariza-
tion ratio of 0.2 so that a/b = 0.2. It should be noted that the different A
symmetry modes can have different a/b ratios, but in this case no difference
in the depolarization ratios and consequently on the a/b ratios was found.
This is deduced from figure 4.22b showing the polarization dependent data as
normalized on the main mode. All the A symmetry mode intensities change
in the same way with polarization.
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(a) (b)

Figure 4.22: Raman spectra from CZTSe absorber measured under
parallel (black) and perpendicular (red) polarization configurations
normalized to the B symmetry mode at 230 cm−1 (figure a) and to
the A symmetry mode at 196 cm−1 (figure b).

One has to take into account that the simulation used for the above a/b
ratio estimation assumes that the sample is composed of randomly oriented
crystallites. This can explain the difference in Raman tensor entry ratio a/b
between the values estimated here and calculated by Guc et. al. [50].

If the preferred orientation is known, the depolarization ratio dependen-
cies of the ratio a/b can be recalculated accordingly leading to a more accu-
rate value for a/b.

This implies that one could also go backwards from known a/b ratios
to gain a possible map of the crystallite orientations present in the sample.
One could calculate the depolarization ratio dependencies for different orien-
tations. This can then be used to translate mappings of the depolarization
ratio into orientations of crystallites. It should be noted that several orien-
tations lead to the same depolarization limiting the information that can be
extracted from this method. Of course there exist methods that are more
appropriate to measure the orientations of crystallite like EBSD. But, the
above method has the advantage that this further information is gained on
top of the usual Raman strengths i.e. the ability to differentiate between
CZTSe and ZnSe and to some extent the CTSe ternary.

4.5 Discussion and conclusion

An asymmetric broadening of the main mode to lower energies was attributed
to the confinement of phonons because of the presence of lattice defects in
the scattering volume. Other effects that could lead to such asymmetry like
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a distribution of strain or composition or an inhomogeneous laser heating
were excluded from playing a major role by looking at Raman measurements
taken at different depths of samples and comparing these to the according
composition.

In a second part, a polarization orientation experiment was performed on
epitaxially grown samples. The result of the P/O Raman experiment is that
four B2-like modes and at least two A symmetry modes are confirmed while
no B1-like modes were found.

It was shown that the probed volume is most probably composed of a
mixture of in-plane and out-of-plane oriented domains since the Raman signal
intensity dependencies of modes attributed to the A mode show the expected
behavior for a mix of in-plane and out-of-plane oriented domains dominated
by the out-of-plane orientation. Therefore, one can assume that CZTSe is
mostly oriented out-of-plane. As a result, the B2-like modes are attributed to
B symmetry and not to the E symmetry since the E modes have a constant
zero intensity in the out-of-plane orientation.

Although the combination of modes does not lead to a definite attribution
of our measured spectra to kesterite or stannite, an attribution to kesterite is
favored by the absence of B1-like symmetry modes (expected for the stannite
structure).

The attribution of the spectrum to kesterite is backed by a higher resolu-
tion measurement showing a clear shoulder in the energy range 160-180 cm−1

proving that we might have three A symmetry modes and consequently that
the measured spectrum can be attributed to kesterite. Unfortunately these
higher resolution measurements were made on a different spot of the sample.
The repetition of the full P/O measurement with higher spectral resolution
is not yet finished.

The results are summarized in table 4.4 and compared to P/O Raman
measurements on single crystals by Guc et. al. [50]. The main discrepancy is
the energetic position of the B mode at 178 cm−1 which could be attributed
by comparison with DFT calculations [50]. The P/O measurement discussed
above puts a B symmetry mode at 216 cm−1 which was not found by Guc
et. al. due to the way the spectra were fitted in two energy ranges, intersecting
where the B mode is found in this work.

The presence of the out-of-plane configuration is opposed to what one
might expect knowing the lattice mismatches for the two possible configu-
rations (out-of-plane ≈ 0.8 %; in-plane ≈ 0.3 %). However, the lattice mis-
matches are calculated for lattice parameters measured at room temperature.
The out-of-plane configuration might be favored when the samples are at el-
evated temperatures during growth due to different expansion coefficients of
both materials. Assuming the reference lattice constants are correct, the lay-
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ers would be strained which would explain the slightly higher mode energies
in the epitaxial samples compared to the polycrystalline ones (196 cm−1 vs.
194-195 cm−1).

In the last section the depolarization ratio I⊥/I‖ was calculated for ran-
domly oriented crystals. This calculation shows that only the E modes are
expected to have a higher intensity in the perpendicular polarization configu-
ration while the A and B symmetry modes have a depolarization ratio lower
than one. The simulation also shows that only the depolarization ration of
the A modes is Raman entry ratio dependent. This allows a rough estima-
tion of the Raman tensor entry ratios a/b ≈ 0.2 assuming the crystallites are
randomly oriented. Comparing this estimation with literature shows that
crystallites in the polycrystalline samples have some preferred orientation.

Guc et. al. [50] This work
symmetry peak pos. (cm−1) symmetry peak pos. (cm−1)

E 138 - 130
B 157 B2-like 159
A 170 A 172
A 174 A 178
B 178 - -
E 189 - -
A 196 A 196*
- - B2-like 216
E 224-231 - -
B 235-239 B2-like 237
B 245-250 B2-like 250

Table 4.4: Symmetry of the CZTSe Raman modes measured by P/O
Raman experiments as deduced by Guc et. al. [50] and during this the-
sis. The bold values represent peaks attributed only by comparison
with theory. The * marks that the used fit shape was an asymmetri-
cally broadened one.
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Room temperature
photoluminescence

The photoluminescence (PL) spectra measured on CZTSe samples vary sig-
nificantly, as will be shown in the first part of the chapter. The origin of
theses different luminescent transitions is investigated by means of an exci-
tation intensity dependent room temperature photoluminescence study. The
luminescence peaks are assigned to different band to band transitions. The
presence of materials of different band gaps explains the shift of the band
gaps which are extrapolated from quantum efficiency (QE) measurements.
A simple analytical model is presented which shows how different band gaps
influence the quantum efficiency spectra. The chapter ends with a discus-
sion of the effect that a mixture of materials (of different band gaps) in the
absorber has on the solar cell efficiency. The maximal achievable solar cell
parameters are simulated under the ideal Shockley-Queisser conditions (i. e.
the solar cell behaves like an ideal diode, it has a QE of 0 below the band gap
and 1 above the band gap and only luminescent recombinations are allowed).

5.1 Multiple materials by RT-PL

The PL spectra measured on CZTSe during this project show varying peak
positions and shapes. These variations are seen in both the PL spectra
shown in literature and measured in our lab. This effect is demonstrated
in figure 5.1 which depicts a variety of PL spectra of a number of similar
CZTSe films. The PL transitions depicted in figure 5.1a show the range
of different PL spectra seen on CZTSe samples made in our lab that are
grown in the Cu-poor Zn-rich composition, and which give decent solar cells
with a conversion efficiency between 4 % and 7 % . The spectra depicted

115
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in figure 5.1b are digitized room temperature PL spectra from literature. It
should be noted that all PL measurements shown in this thesis are made on
a micrometer sized spot. This leads to the fact that macro measurements,
as usually shown in literature, present a broader, smeared out spectrum
averaging the inhomogeneities that might be present in the sample.

Figure 5.1: Room temperature green excitation PL spectra measured
on CZTSe in our lab (figure a) and room temperature PL digitized
from literature (figure b). The curves depicted in red and blue are
from [115] and the green curve is from [7]. All spectra are normalized
for a better overview.

All these samples have a very similar composition and show very similar
Raman spectra. Based on the Raman analysis discussed in detail in the
previous chapter, and the fact that the Raman spectra are very similar one
can conclude that the main phase is kesterite Cu2ZnSnSe4. However, the
absorbers can contain smaller amounts of other polymorphs with lower band
gaps (as summarized in section 1.1). In addition secondary phases can exist,
such as ZnSe, SnSe, SnSe2, Cu2SnSe3 and other CuSn-selenides or various
Cu-selenides. All these different phases and crystal modifications will have
different band gaps and defect energies and will therefore show emissions
at different energies. The intensity of each emission does not necessarily
correlate with the amount of material present since the PL intensity strongly
depends on the ratio of radiative to non-radiative recombinations in each
material. Based on the assumption that the various absorbers are similar,
the different spectra are fitted with the same number of peaks with fixed
energetic positions. Examples for such fits are shown in figure 5.2. The
spectrum in figure 5.2b could be fitted with only three peaks, with different
energies than the emissions observed in figure 5.2a. But assuming that the
materials in our absorbers are more or less the same, the PL emission should
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show maxima at the same energies, allowing for small shifts due to strain or
defects.

All the measured RT PL spectra have their transition maxima at energy
positions similar to those shown in figure 5.2 or can be deconvoluted using
the same distinct peak positions. Depending on the measured sample these
peak positions usually are shifting within 0.02 eV: the distinct peak positions
fitting the vast majority of our samples are (0.83±0.03) eV, (0.90±0.01) eV,
(0.96±0.01) eV, and (1.02±0.01) eV. The errors are given by the extremal
values of all fitted positions with only two outlier measurements discarded.
The peak at higher energies shifts between 1.2 eV and 1.4 eV and is related
to a ZnSe secondary phase as discussed in section 3.3. The full width at half
maximum for the ZnSe PL is high (up to 0.4 eV) while for the lower energy
peaks it is around 0.15 eV for the 1.02 eV peak and around 0.04 eV (up to
0.09 eV for some samples) for all other lower energy peaks. As an example
for fitting other spectra the fit of the red curve from figure 5.1 is presented in
figure 5.2b. It is shown as an example for samples that appear different but
can still be deconvoluted with the same peaks.

Figure 5.2: RT-PL spectra fitted using multiple Gaussians. Figure a)
shows a fit from the intensity dependent study. Figure b) shows the
fit of the red curve from figure 5.1.

It turns out that not only PL spectra measured on samples produced
in our lab but also PL spectra from literature can be fitted with five peaks
with fixed energies. A fit example of literature data is depicted in figure 5.3
showing digitized room temperature PL measurements from Shin et. al. [115]
(figures a and b) and Repins et. al. [7](figure c), and fitted with the same
peak positions and widths as in figure 5.2.

The intensity ratio of the various peaks cannot be correlated with the
composition or the Raman spectra of the samples. Within one sample no
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Figure 5.3: Room temperature PL from literature fitted with the same
peaks as in figure 5.2. The spectra in figures a,b are from [115] and
the spectrum of figure c is from [7].

correlation between the maps of the various PL peaks and any feature in the
Raman spectra can be found. No correlation was found between the signal
intensity maps calculated by integrating both the PL and Raman spectra for
different energy ranges.

To study whether the observed emissions can be defect related or due to
band-band transitions, the dependence of the emission intensities on the laser
excitation intensity was checked. A power law as discussed in section 1.3 is
expected. One sample shows all five transitions simultaneously in a particu-
larly well resolved way, see figure 5.2a. One can therefore measure the power
laws of all the transitions at once.

Figure 5.4 shows a double logarithmic plot of the evolution of the RT-
PL peak intensity as a function of the excitation laser power for the sample
shown in figure 5.2a, where a spectrum with 2 mW excitation power is shown
as an example. The PL intensities are fitted using Gaussian peak shapes.
The peak widths do not change with excitation intensity therefore they are
kept constant in the fit. The change of the intensity can be taken from
the maximum or the peak area. The k value is then given by the slope of
the linear fit between the logarithm of the PL intensity and the logarithm
of the excitation intensity. The luminescence at 1.2 eV is attributed to a
ZnSe secondary phase in accordance with the findings discussed in section 3.3.
This PL has a k value of 0.75 indicating a defect related transition which
corroborates the attribution of this transition to a defect related transition
in ZnSe in section 3.3.

The k values of the PL transitions at 0.82 eV, 0.9 eV, 0.97 eV, and 1.02 eV
are higher than 1. In various samples where only one of these peaks is dom-
inating the spectra, the same result is found: all four low energy emissions
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have an exponent larger than one. Since defect related transitions always
show an exponent smaller than one, the observation of k > 1 clearly indi-
cates that these four observed transitions are band-band transitions. This
suggests that different materials, i. e. different crystal polymorphs or sec-
ondary phases, are present in the sampled volume. It should be noted that
this k > 1 power law is also measured on other samples where the PL shows
fewer or only one of the above mentioned transitions confirming their band
to band character.

Figure 5.4: Evolution of the fitted PL intensities as a function of the
excitation laser intensity. A fitted PL spectrum for one laser power is
shown in figure 5.2a.

Although it is difficult to determine which polymorphs or secondary
phases correspond to the different observed band gaps, some possible phases
can be excluded to a certain extent. As for the exclusion of secondary phases:
SnSe and SnSe2 are unlikely since they are not seen in the green excitation
Raman spectra, measured on the same spot where the PL of figure 5.2a is
measured, and shown in figure 5.5. The expected Raman modes for SnSe
and SnSe2 are shown in this figure. SnSe and SnSe2 can be measured with
Raman spectroscopy on our CZTSe solar cell absorbers under the same mea-
surement conditions as in figure 5.5 as discussed in section 3.2. Additionally,
Sn-selenides are un-likely secondary phases in the composition range, which
is Sn-poor. It also appears that Cu-selenides can be excluded as they have
significantly higher band gaps [116] than the energies of the observed emis-
sions.

Therefore it is considered that the most likely explanation for the differ-
ent band gaps is the occurrence of various polymorphs of Cu2ZnSnSe4 , the
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Figure 5.5: Green excitation (514.5 nm) Raman spectrum measured
on the sample used for the intensity dependent PL study shown in
figures 5.2a and 5.4. The expected Raman modes for CZTSe, SnSe,
and SnSe2 are indicated.

occurrence of CTSe secondary phases or areas with high defect concentra-
tions. The cubic Cu2SnSe3 is a candidate to explain the emission at 0.82 eV.
Since there is no correlation with Raman data proving the presence of CTSe,
one can not conclude that this emission is due to this ternary phase.

The band gaps of various polymorphs of Cu2ZnSnSe4 have been calculated
by different methods ranging from DFT to GW as summarized in section 1.1.
Although there is no perfect agreement on the actual values of the band gaps,
all calculations find a difference of around 150 meV between the band gaps
of kesterite and stannite. The band gap of the Cu-Au ordered structure
is calculated to be another 30 meV below the band gap of stannite. These
differences in band gap energies are in the same range of the differences
observed in the PL peak energies. Although no definite correlation of the
four emissions to a concrete polymorph or secondary phase can be made,
the important observation is that there are different materials present in the
absorber, which have different band gaps. This is certainly detrimental to
the solar cells made from these absorbers, as is discussed in detail in the
following.

It is important to know how these materials are arranged within the film
since different arrangements affect the solar cell efficiencies differently. The
possible arrangements are: a columnar structure with different materials
next to each other in the plane of the film, a layered structure with the
different materials on top of each other or in a three dimensional intermixed
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arrangement.
Comparing the spectra from a spatially resolved PL measurements on

one sample shows that the same contributions are found in every measured
spot with slightly varying intensity. This observation rules out that the ma-
terials are arranged in a columnar fashion. To check for the appearance of a
layered structure, PL measurements are performed in different depths of the
film which were made accessible by sputtering craters of different depth into
the film. Additionally SIMS (secondary ion mass spectroscopy) measure-
ments were made. Both methods don’t give any indication of the presence
of different layers in the films (that correlate to one of these transitions).
In some films, the composition of the surface or near the back contact is
different from the composition of the majority of the film, as was observed
in [117] [118], but none of the films showed a layered composition. Therefore
it is concluded that the different materials must be 3-dimensionally inter-
mixed, as was shown for the case of ZnSe in some of our Cu2ZnSnSe4 films
by atom probe tomography [100].

5.2 Effect of multiple materials on the solar

cell

The presence of materials with different band gaps in the absorber can in-
fluence the resulting solar cells. The effect of multiple materials on both
the quantum efficiency (QE) and the maximum achievable power conversion
efficiency in the Shockley Queisser limit is discussed in this section.

5.2.1 Varying band gap in QE

A selection of QE curves measured on samples with conversion efficiencies
higher than 4 % is shown in figure 5.6. The focus of the spectra is on the low
energy edge of the QE. The full QE spectra are shown in the inset. The band
gap can be approximated by a linear extrapolation of the low energy edge of
the QE spectrum. For this extrapolation the approximately linear part of the
QE spectrum in the range between about 10 % and 40 % QE is used (as an
example see the blue lines in figure 5.6). The band gaps approximated this
way vary between 0.9 eV and 0.96 eV, i. e. between the central two energies
that are observed in the PL spectra of the same absorbers. Some samples
show a strong tailing towards lower energies. This tailing can be attributed
to Urbach tailing or to a second band gap material. Plotting the QE mea-
surements in a logarithmic plot (depicted in figure 5.6b) shows that the low
energy edge of the QE is linear which favors the attribution of the tailing to
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a strong Urbach tailing and not to a second band gap material while it does
not exclude the presence of a second material in the absorber.

A similar behavior is observed in the QE spectra reported in the litera-
ture: the QE spectra of nominally pure Cu2ZnSnSe4 extrapolate to a range
of different band gaps: the QE’ s from Brammertz et. al. [119] extrapolate to
0.88 eV and 0.94 eV, while the QE from Repins et. al. [7] for example extrap-
olates to 0.9 eV. The linear extrapolation of the QE is not the most ideal
method to determine the band gap, but it certainly gives an idea of the
absorption edge and its variation. For a solar cell absorber which exhibits
only one band gap, different QE would extrapolate to the same band gap
value, as is the case for example in CuInSe2 [120]. In the following it will be
shown that the presence of more than one fundamental band gap can lead
to a continuous change in the apparent band gap as extrapolated from QE.

The quantum efficiency QE near the fundamental band gap is given by the
following formula: QE≈ 1−e(−αL) where α denotes the absorption coefficient
and L is equal to the effective collection length which is equal to the sum of
the space charge region width and the minority carrier diffusion length [121].
The QE spectra are described assuming the same collection lengths of the
different materials within the sample.

Figure 5.6: QE measurements of CZTSe solar cells with conversion
efficiencies higher than 4 % in the energy range 1150 nm to 1500 nm.
The blue lines show the linear extrapolations to the band gap for three
QE’ s (figure a). The inset shows the QEs in the full measured energy
range (figure a). Figure b shows the same QE’ s in a logarithmic plot.

In this model the presence of two different materials with different band
gaps and absorption spectra is assumed. The aim of this simple modeling is
to demonstrate the effect that the existence of several band gaps can have
on the observed QE spectra. The absorption in the model is simulated using
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the Beer–Lambert’ s law with the equation:

A = 1− exp(d.f.α1+d.(1−f).α2) (5.1)

Here f is a parameter representing the fractions of the two simulated
materials, d is the thickness of the whole layer (set to 2µm in the simulation)
and α1,2 are the absorption coefficients of the two materials. The result of this
simulation is shown in figure 5.7. The absorption coefficients are simulated
using an optical modeling toolkit in the program Diplot [122] introducing an
additional band tailing at low energy (shown in the inset of figure 5.7).

The materials have been simulated with a direct band gap Eg at 0.9 eV
and at 0.96 eV, the two extreme values observed for the band gap determined
from the QE spectra. Both materials are simulated with the same absorption
strength (α0) of 18000 cm−1 and with an Urbach energy (EU) in the range of
15 meV, which is typical for a polycrystalline material [123]. E1 and α1 are
parameters whose only task is to make the Urbach tail and the band-band
part of the absorption a differentiable function.

Figure 5.7: Simulated absorption of a mix of two materials of 0.9 eV
band gap (red) and 0.96 eV (blue). The black lines show the linear
extrapolation to the band gap of the mix for three absorption curves.
The inset shows the logarithm of the two simulated absorption coef-
ficients (using Diplot) for the two materials used for the simulation.

The absorption curves were not fitted to any QE or experimental ab-
sorption spectra. Reasonable parameters are used for the two spectra that
represent typical absorption spectra in polycrystalline semiconductors with
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some influence of defect tailing. The only difference between the two absorp-
tion coefficients is that they are shifted in band gap by 60 meV. The values
for the band gaps are chosen based on the extrapolation of the QE which
is in accordance with two of the band gaps deduced from the intensity de-
pendent RT PL study. The result of this simulation is shown in figure 5.7.
When extrapolating the absorption spectra linearly, as done for the QE spec-
tra, an almost continuous transition from the high energy band gap to the
low energy band gap is observed. Additionally, it is also seen that the slope
becomes rather shallow for certain mixtures.

The spectrum shown in figure 5.7 is just the absorption spectrum and
not a fit to QE. The QE spectra increase much more slowly with decreasing
wavelength, since the slope of the QE spectrum also depends on the collec-
tion probability. But even the absorption alone without any reduction by
non-ideal collection can become shallow with a small fraction of the lower
band gap material. This simulation shows that the presence of two different
materials with different band gaps can lead to an extrapolation of the ab-
sorption which results in a continuously changing effective band gap. Thus it
is possible to explain the observed variation in band gaps by the presence of
different materials with only two different band gaps. For this simulation the
most conservative approximation is chosen (only two different band gaps in
the absorber). A more complex simulation with more materials and a larger
variety of resulting absorption spectra as implied by the PL measurements
will likely lead to a better agreement with the experimental data.

5.2.2 Shockley Queisser limit of material mix

The different band gaps found by room temperature photoluminescence are
detrimental to the performance of the resulting solar cell. In an attempt
to quantify these losses, the impact of a mix of four semiconductors on the
solar cell performance under Shockley-Queisser (SQ) conditions [5] is there-
fore investigated. This work is similar to the calculations by Rau et. al. who
calculated the influence of band gap fluctuations [124]. Here, a fixed number
of distinct band gaps is considered. The worst case, a maximal number of
four band gaps simultaneously seen on one sample is simulated. The simu-
lation is performed for otherwise ideal conditions, namely the conditions of
the Shockley-Queisser model [5]: radiative recombination as determined by
black body emission as the only recombination path, a diode ideality-factor
of one, and a QE of one above the band gap. The efficiency of five different
solar cells is calculated: four solar cells which consist of a single material
each with the four different band gaps found in the PL investigations and a
fifth cell, which consists of a mix of the four materials. It is assumed that
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the materials are mixed in a three dimensional fashion since this describes
our experimental findings better than a columnar structure, where the ma-
terials are arranged next to each other in the plane of the film, or a layered
structure, where the materials are arranged on top of each other.

To calculate the efficiency of each solar cell the short circuit current Jsc,
the open circuit voltage Voc and the fill factor FF are needed. The Jsc is
calculated by integrating the solar spectrum above the respective band gap,
i. e. assuming a quantum efficiency of one for all energies higher than the
band gap. For the cell with the material mix, the Jsc of the highest band gap
material is used, since in a 3-dimensional intermixing of different materials
the current has to pass all materials and is limited by the lowest Jsc. The
open circuit voltage is obtained by rearranging the ideal diode J-V behavior:

Voc =
kT

e
· ln
(
Jsc
J0

+ 1

)
(5.2)

Thus, to calculate Voc, the reverse saturation current J0 in addition to
the short circuit current Jsc is needed. J0 is calculated assuming radiative re-
combination as the only recombination path, by integrating the black body
spectrum of a body at 300 K above the band gap of each cell [5]. The re-
verse saturation current of the solar cell with the material mix is calculated
as the arithmetic average of saturation currents of the four cells with pure
absorbers, since each material can emit its black body radiation in a mixed
3-dimensional arrangement. The Voc of each cell was then calculated accord-
ing to equation 5.2 with the short circuit current and the reverse saturation
current of each cell.

To determine the fill factor of each cell the J(V) curve is calculated with
the ideal diode equation using the respective J0 and Jsc of each cell. The
efficiency is calculated from the maximum power point of this calculated
ideal diode, which also gives the fill factor. Figure 5.8 summarizes the results
of single band gap solar cells in the SQ limit for the band gaps seen in the
RT PL study as well as the results for a mixed band gap cell. The solar cell
parameters J0, Jsc, Voc, and the efficiency are shown as columns normalized
to the highest value and grouped for each of the band gaps 0.84 eV, 0.90 eV,
0.96 eV, 1.02 eV and the mixed band gap cell. A break in the vertical axis is
introduced to visualize the exponentially decaying J0.

The open circuit voltage of the mix Voc mix mainly depends on J0 mix

since J0 varies over several orders of magnitude (see figure 5.8) as opposed to
Jsc which varies only within 10 % for the considered solar cell. Using the Jsc
of the lowest band gap would only increase Voc mix by 3 mV.

The main result is that the ideal efficiency of the mix (25.7 %) is lower
than the lowest efficiency of a single band gap (26.1 % with a 0.84 eV band
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Figure 5.8: Solar cell parameters (j0, Jsc, Voc, efficiency) as a function
of the band gap calculated in the Shockley-Queisser conditions. The
simulation results for a device with the mix of the four band gaps is
labeled mix. The highest values of each parameter are normalized to
one for a better overview.

gap). The Voc mix (628 mV) is strongly influenced: it is 138 mV lower than
the Voc of the best single band gap cell and it is lower by 55 meV than
the average Voc of the single band gaps. The same simulation without the
lowest band gap shows, as expected, a less dramatic decrease in the solar cell
parameters (i. e. Voc mix = 681 mV and an efficiency of 28.1 %, i. e. a 10 %
drop in efficiency).

These losses of the mixed band gap cell compared to a single band gap cell,
are already significant in the ideal case of only radiative recombinations. It is
expected that the losses due to non-radiative recombination are amplified by
the coexistence of multiple materials: for example the interface area between
the 3-dimensionally mixed materials will be large and will likely contribute
to enhanced recombination.

5.3 Conclusion

Room temperature PL of Cu2ZnSnSe4 often shows several peaks in one sam-
ple or varying peak energies for different samples. This is unexpected on a
sample where no secondary phases are detected. By using intensity depen-
dent PL measurements, it is found that the highest energy emission which
was previously attributed to a ZnSe secondary phase (4.7d) is a defect re-
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lated transition, in agreement to the previous ascription. In the energy range
expected for the band gap of Cu2ZnSnSe4 up to four different emissions are
observed, which were shown by intensity dependent measurements to be due
to band-band transitions. Thus, up to four different materials with different
band gaps are present in the absorber. One can only speculate that there
are different polymorphs of Cu2ZnSnSe4 present, as well as additional sec-
ondary phases. This mixture of materials can explain the different observed
band gap values obtained from extrapolating the QE spectra, as shown in a
simple simulation of the absorption spectrum of a thin film containing two
different materials with different band gaps. This presence of different band
gaps within the absorber of a solar cell is detrimental for the efficiency of
the solar cell. When the efficiency of a mixed solar cell is simulated under
the ideal conditions of the SQ model one finds that the efficiency is lower
than the lowest efficiency of a cell with a single band gap, where the band
gap energies are taken from energies found in the PL study. It is mostly
the open circuit voltage which is affected. For a further improvement of the
efficiency of kesterite solar cells, a better control of the different materials
will be essential.
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Summary

This last chapter briefly summarizes the findings of this thesis and discusses
them in the context of the ongoing research and on the subject matter. The
main aim of this project was to provide the tools to identify secondary phases
and polymorphs in CZTSe solar cell absorbers. The samples were therefore
studied by Raman and Photoluminescence spectroscopy.

All the important setup improvements have been made (Raman imple-
mentation, blue excitation, accurate laser power determination, camera for
laser spot determination) but still some improvements in the software are
needed for a more convenient measurement such as enabling a more con-
venient (or automatic) energy calibration and laser focusing, and a higher
flexibility in the measurement (e.g. giving the possibility for scripting).

Chapter three treated the detection of several secondary phases present
in CZTSe. The Raman spectrum of a Cu-rich Sn-rich sample could be at-
tributed to a CTSe and CZTSe mix by correlating the contribution of the
main Raman modes of these two phases to their relative content in the sam-
ple. The assignment of the mode at 181 cm−1 to CTSe was thereby con-
firmed. The CTSe literature attributes this main CTSe mode to the mono-
clinic phase which is not consistent with the observed syntaxy of these two
phases (i. e. mixed and oriented growth (to each other) of the crystals of
CTSe and CZTSe). As shortly discussed, the cubic phases are more suitable
candidates for this intermixed epitaxial-like growth since they have less lat-
tice mismatch to the CZTSe and GaAs lattices. These cubic phases might
therefore be the origin of the Raman mode assigned in literature to the mon-
oclinic phase. This raises some questions about literature results as the crys-
tal structure can influence the mode energies. A way forward should include
growing phase pure CTSe ternaries and investigating these with experimen-
tal techniques permitting the clear identification of the crystal structure (for
example single crystal X-ray diffraction) to confirm or correct the Raman
fingerprints of the found ternary phase. The next step would be to grow
the CTSe ternary on a CZTSe substrate in order to identify the CTSe form
which is most likely to appear as a secondary phase during the growth of
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CZTSe.
The second section discussed the phase composition of a SnSex capping

layer on CZTSe samples (before and after annealing) as detected by Raman
spectroscopy. The presence of SnSe2 and amorphous selenium phases were
detected in this capping layer. Further measurements confirmed that concen-
trated hydrochloric acid (HCl) can be used to remove the tin-selenide phases
remaining on the capped CZTSe sample after heat treatment (i. e. SnSe and
SnSe2). Though, by the time this thesis ended newer growth recipes made
the annealing step unnecessary, one could still consider such a capping layer
as it can be removed and since it protects the absorber layer whilst it is
transferred to the cell finishing step. However, the effect of this layer and its
removal would need some investigation.

The last section discussed the ZnSe secondary phase. A room temper-
ature photoluminescence emission was found at 1.2-1.4 eV. This could be
clearly correlated to a sub-band gap excited defect luminescence of ZnSe by
spatially correlating the PL emission to the known Raman signal of ZnSe.
This shows that room temperature PL is a technique sensitive to compara-
tively small amounts of the ZnSe secondary phase. Here one could consider
studying the effect of the growth parameters on the formation of ZnSe inclu-
sions, their doping, and distribution in the CZTSe absorber with atom probe
measurements for example; thereby, studying the effect of ZnSe on the solar
cell performance of CZTSe solar cells.

In the second experimental chapter (i.e. chapter 4), the Raman spectrum
of CZTSe was studied. An asymmetric broadening of the main mode to
lower energies was attributed to the confinement of phonons because of the
presence of lattice defects in the scattering volume. Other effects that could
lead to such asymmetry like a distribution of strain or composition or an
inhomogeneous laser heating were excluded from playing a major role by
looking at Raman measurements taken at different depths of samples and
comparing these to the according composition. In a second part, polarization
orientation dependent Raman measurements were made on epitaxial samples
in order to assign the modes to their symmetry and identify the polymorph
present in the sample. The advantage of the epitaxial growth is that the
substrate provides a preferred orientation for the growth. However, different
orientations of the CZTSe on the GaAs substrate are possible. By comparing
a simulation and the measurement, it turned out that the considered sample
is mostly in the kesterite structure and oriented predominantly with its c
axis perpendicular to the plane defined by the surface of the substrate. This
assessment is based on the identification of three A symmetry modes, favoring
the kesterite structure, and of four modes that have a B2-like symmetry
while no B1-like symmetry modes are found, thereby partially excluding the
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stannite structure. These first results also lead to an estimation of the Raman
tensor entry ratios. For future experiments, one could investigate the effect of
the growth parameters on the crystal structure and orientation as elucidated
by polarization orientation dependent Raman spectroscopy. Thinner samples
could be analyzed in order to minimize the number of disparately oriented
domains in the probing volume and therefore be able to obtain a fingerprint
of a phase pure polymorph.

The last chapter focused on the room temperature photoluminescence of
Cu2ZnSnSe4 which often shows several peaks in one sample or varying peak
energies for different samples. This is an unexpected behavior on samples
where no secondary phases are detected. In the energy range expected for the
band gap of Cu2ZnSnSe4 , up to four different emissions are observed, which
intensity dependent measurements suggest to be associated to band-band
transitions. Thus, up to four different band gaps are present in the absorber.
Since no additional secondary phases were detected, one can only speculate
that there are different polymorphs of Cu2ZnSnSe4 present in the sample or
secondary phases that are present below the detection limit. This reflects
the fact that the band gap of CZTSe is yet unclear, implying that some more
fundamental work should be put into identifying the source of these different
band gaps. The mixture of materials can explain the different observed band
gap values obtained from extrapolating the QE spectra, as shown in a simple
simulation of the absorption spectrum of a thin film containing two different
materials with different band gaps. The presence of different band gaps
within the absorber of a solar cell is detrimental for the efficiency of the solar
cell. When the efficiency of a solar cell (whose absorber contains a mixture
of phases) is simulated under the ideal conditions of the SQ model, one finds
that the efficiency is lower than the lowest efficiency of a cell with a single
band gap (the band gap energies are taken from the PL study). It is mainly
the open circuit voltage which is affected.

For a further improvement of the efficiency of CZTSe solar cells, a bet-
ter control of the different phases present in the absorber will be essential.
The synthesis needs to be improved in terms of compositional uniformity
hopefully leading to phase or even polymorph purity.
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